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Neutron shadow holography is a method of obtaining a

three-dimensional neutron radiograph of an object using a

Fresnel zone plate as an encoding aperture. The object is

reconstructed by passing laser light through a miniature

copy of the radiograph. The technique has been applied

extensively with X-rays and gamma rays but only recently

with neutrons. This project is only the second known of

its kind in the United States. The requirements for this

type of work include the availability of an intense thermal

neutron beam such as that produced by a nuclear research

reactor, high resolution photo-reduction capability of up

to 40 to 1, and high quality optics and laser equipment.

In addition, the capability must exist to properly

construct a zone plate encoding aperture. This project

utilized all of the above facilities, equipment, and



capabilities available at Oregon State University to

successfully demonstrate the feasibility of performing

neutron shadow holography experiments.

An historical review is given of developments leading

to the present state-of-art neutron holography technique.

The physical properties and limitations of the classical

Fresnel zone plate are extensively reviewed as they apply

to shadow holography. The effect of the neutronic

self-shielding properties of target objects on object

resolution is discussed and shown to be generally the most

limiting. Finally, contributions to the current literature

on this subject are made in two areas. First, an improved

zone plate construction method was successfully

demonstrated which should substantially improve object

reproducibility. Second, an analysis of the neutron energy

spectrum effect on hologram quality is reported for the

first time and shown to be substantial.

Further refinement of the shadow holography technique

at Oregon State University is necessary to achieve the

level of success enjoyed by other researchers. This

project has shown that such refinement is well within the

capability of existing facilities and equipment.
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NEUTRON SHADOW HOLOGRAPHY:

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

A. BASIC CONCEPTS

For nearly a century there has existed an expanding

need within industry, medicine, and many other fields to

probe non-destructively the structure and composition of

opaque materials. Driven by this need and as a result of

the many technological advances over this period, there

exist today a multitude of techniques that can perform this

kind of evaluation. One of the most common and familiar is

the standard medical or dental X-ray. With more recent

technical advances we have seen the advent of ultra-sound,

computer X-ray tomography, and nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) techniques in the medical field. There have been

concurrent advances in non-destructive evaluation

techniques within industry as well. Industrial techniques

are more likely to utilize high energy X-rays, gamma rays,

or neutrons as the penetrating radiation. With few

exceptions(1) techniques using penetrating radiation

(1) Notably computer tomography (CT), although the computer
is used to artificially construct a 3-0 image from a series
of angularly separated 2-0 radiographs. Recently, neutron
CT of nuclear fuel bundles has been demonstrated (see

reference /36/ pp. 403-418).
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produce two-dimensional images of the material through

which the radiation passes. For instance, an X-ray or

gamma ray beam is modulated by the variation in density and

atomic number within the object being radiographed and the

image formed on the film is a two-dimensional record of

these particular variations (see Figure I-1). The exact

variation in the third dimension (along the beam axis) is

lost as it is only the integrated total of this variation

that appears on the film. The same is true for standard

neutron radiography except that instead of responding to

density and atomic number variations, the neutron beam is

modulated by the nuclear absorption and scattering

characteristics of the material being radiographed. In

some cases crucial information may be lost because of this

limitation, i.e. a defect lying longitudinally along the

axis of the radiation beam. Efforts such as computer

tomography designed to overcome this problem tend to be

costly and complex.

The technique of zone plate encoded holography

discussed herein, although having more severe resolution

limitations than standard radiography, could theoretically

be used to image an object's density or nuclear

characteristics three-dimensionally, depending on the

nature of the radiation used. One of the first major

research efforts with this technique was in nuclear

medicine. Barrett, et. al. /19/ studied its ability to

image radionuclide distributions within biological organs.
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Although the earliest uses of the present technique were

confined to stellar spectroscopy /1,14/, Barrett's work in

the early 1970's inspired great interest and much

subsequent research in an effort to improve the technique

(see Section I.8) and apply it to other diverse fields such

as post accident reactor fuel analysis /2/, and laser

fusion plasma diagnostics /3 -f /.

Briefly, zone plate encoded (or coded aperture)

holography is a method of obtaining a three-dimensional

image of an object by encoding the incoherent radiation

emitted or scattered from the object. The basic principles

of the technique are illustrated in Figure 1.2. The zone

plate pictured represents a Fresnel pattern (see Chapter

II) whose primary characteristic is that it has concentric

rings which are alternately opaque and transparent to the

radiation being emitted by the object. In this example an

object is placed in a radiation beam which is scattered

isotropically by interactions within the object. The flux

emitted from any particular object point will create a

shadow of the Fresnel zone plate (FZP) on the image plane

which is normally a recording film. Note that the distance

of an object point from the zone plate will he represented

on the image plane by the size (diameter) of the

shadowgraph. The lateral position of the object point

within a plane parallel to the zone plate will he

represented by the distance a shadowgraph pattern is offset

from the central axis. Thus, each resolvable object
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point(2) is represented by a unique shadowgraph pattern on

the film and the sum total of all overlapping patterns will

therefore contain three-dimensional information about the

object. In addition, for a given exposure time, the

relative intensities of radiation emitted from different

object points will create shadowgraphs with rings of

differing contrast. Thus for a neutron interrogating beam,

an object point of high scattering cross-section will

create a more sharply defined shadowgraph than an adjacent

object point with low scattering cross section. In this

manner, information about the composition of the object is

also carried in the resulting image plane pattern. The

above described technique has been variously called shadow

holography, incoherent holography, coded aperture imaging,

or zone plate coded imaging. The image formed on the film

can appropriately be called a hologram.

The task remains, of course, to decode the hologram

and extract its useful information. The advantage of using

a FZP as the encoding aperture will now become apparent.

It is easily seen that any general encoding aperture will

perform the same function of representing each object point

on film as does the FZP. However, the advantage of the FZP

is that when a single FZP image in the hologram is

illuminated with coherent (laser) light, it diffracts the

light so as to create a series of foci, any one of which

(2) In the case of scattered radiation, each "point" is
actually a small volume, since finite mass is necessary to
scatter any uncharged radiation.
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will represent the object point that created the FZP image

(see Figure I.3a). Through superposition of all such FZP

images on the hologram, the entire object can be recreated

as a combination of these focal points and viewed

tomographically (plane-by-plane) by passing a viewing

screen through the range of the foci. It is necessary to

photographically reduce the hologram onto high resolution

plates in order to reduce the FZP image focal lengths from

hundreds of meters to less than a meter so that standard

optical lenses may be used in the reconstruction process.

Figure I.3b illustrates a simple optical reconstruction

system. The primary advantage of this system is its

simplicity. Its primary disadvantage is optical noise and

a large unwanted component of background light, called nc

light, superimposed over all reconstructed image planes.

The goal of this project is to demonstrate the

feasibility of the above described technique using thermal

neutrons from OSU's TRIGA Mark II research reactor as the

interrogating beam, a FZP as the encoding aperture, and

optical decoding. This is the first time neutron shadow

holography has been attempted at Oregon State University

and to the best of our knowledge only the second time in

the United States.

The remainder of Chapter I of this work includes an

historical review of past work and a brief review of

neutron radiography. Chapter II covers various aspects of

FZP theory and optical resolution limitations. Chapter
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III discusses the even more limiting neutronic resolution

considerations and an analysis of the effect of the

epi-thermal component of the interrogating beam. Chapter

IV describes the experimental procedures and Chapter V the

results, conclusions and suggestions for further work.
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B. HISTOR ICAL SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND

In 1948, Hungarian Nobel Laurate Dennis Gabor advanced

the basic ideas of three dimensional imaging as a means to

improve the performance of electron microscopes /7/. He

later J8/ coined the phrase "holography" (holos = whole,

graphein = writ.e) to describe the process we know today as

interferometric holography. Gabor's original problem and

the advances, i.e. development of coherent light sources,

that have led to present day interferometric holography are

worth understanding in order to appreciate the historical

and technical place held by shadow holography today. First

consider a standard camera which views the incoherent

visihle light scattered off an object and, through a lens,

focuses that light onto a photographic film. The film

preserves only the intensity and possibly the color

variations of the light. The lens plays an extremely

important role in this process; without it the light

pattern falling on the film is uniform and without detail.

Instead of using reflected light, an electron microscope

uses a beam of electrons whose wavelengths are on the order

of 105 shorter than visible light (about .05 A). This

allows the imaging of objects much smaller than the

wavelength of light. These objects cannot be imaged with

light because of diffraction effects. Gabor's problem was

to devise a means of focusing the electrons reflected from

the object so a suitable image could be formed on film.
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Unfortunately, an electron beam is not focused as readily

as a beam of light. However, because an electron's

wavelength is related directly to its momentum by fle

Broglie's equation

X = h/mv (I.1)

an electron beam can easily he made "coherent," that is,

all electrons having the same wavelength. Gabor saw that

this coherence property could he used to create a lensless

camera by allowing the unfocussed reflected electron

wavefront to interact on a film with a superimposed

constant "reference" electron wavefront. A spatially

immqbile interference pattern is created on the film which

contains a record of both the intensity and phase of the

scattered wavefront relative to the reference wavefront.

The film (now called a hologram) thus contains all the

three-dimensional information about the object surface. If

the phase and intensity of the reference wavefront is

known, these same characteristics of the scattered

wavefront may he reconstructed simply by illuminating the

hologram with the reference wavefront. The interference

pattern on the hologram diffracts the reference wavefront

in such a way that the object is recreated as a virtual

image seen from the opposite side of the hologram. Thus

was born the technique of interferometric holography.

It was not until 1960, when Theodore Maiman invented
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the first working ruby laser, that Gabor's idea received

widespread interest. Soon after Maiman's success, Leith

and Upatniecks created the first optical hologram using

laser light /9-11/. The principle is identical to that

used by Gabor and is illustrated in Figures I.4a and I.4b.

Previous work by G. Rogers in 1950 revealed the

important discovery that the pattern created on film by

overlapping Fresnel zone patterns, projected onto the film

by each surface point of an object, was similar to

interference fringes created by using Gabor's above

described interferometric holography technique. Holograms

could thus be created by using a non-coherent light source

scattered from an object or by using self-luminous objects.

Additionally, there was no restriction on the type of

illuminating radiation, provided the FZP had rings which

were alternately opaque and transparent to the radiation

used, and the film could be made appropriately sensitive to

this radiation. If penetrating radiation were used, such

as X-rays, gamma rays, or neutrons, even the interiors of

three-dimensional objects could be imaged.

The first practical use of Rogers discovery was not

until 1961 when L. Mertz and N. Young demonstrated FZP

imaging of stellar X-rays /1,14/. Because of the

simplicity of Mertz and Young's method, it became the first

widely studied shadow holography technique /13-16/. In the

early 1970's, Barrett et. al. /17-20/, Rogers et. al.

/21,22/ and Caulfield /23/ studied applications of this
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technique in the field of nuclear medicine. Specifically,

they sought to determine the distribution of gamma emitting

tracer radioisotopes in biological organs.

In 1974, Sider et. al. /24/ were the first to use a

radiation beam, in this case X-rays, scattered from a

target to create a shadow hologram. Interestingly, at

about this same time Harmer and Allen /25/ used a pinhole

camera or "camera obscura" made of cadmium to image

hydrogenous material from which thermal neutrons were

scattered. The principle of the pinhole camera has been

well known for centuries. The pinhole acts as a perfect

lens with no spherical or chromatic distortion. The

neutron absorbing cadmium gave off high energy capture

gammas which required the use of a transfer technique (see

Section I.C) to record the image on film. In addition to

poorer resolution due to the transfer technique, the

pinhole camera has several orders of magnitude poorer

collection efficiency than the coded aperture approach.

This necessitates greatly increased exposure times in order

to obtain a useable image.

Rose /26/ was the first to obtain tomographical images

using a FZP coded aperture and a beam of thermal neutrons

scattered by the objects. In this work a cadmium zone

plate supported by "spider legs" was used, again with the

disadvantage of high capture gamma emission, although X-ray

film with a scintillator converter screen (see Section I.C)

was used successfully. In addition, the spider leg
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supports created optical distortion in the hologram optical

reconstruction (decoding) process.

In 1977, Ceglio et.al. /4-6/ used FZP coded imaging to

study the X-ray emission from laser compressed D-T fusion

microballoon targets. The FZP aperture used was

constructed of gold foil with zone widths in the micron

region and produced high resolution (< 10 pm) images. Late

in the 1970's, Eck and Bluhm /2/ suggested imaging fission

gammas from spent reactor fuel using FZPs and obtained some

of the first three-dimensional images from self-luminous

objects.

Research using scattered neutron beams took a great

leap forward in 1980 when Beynon and Pink /27,28/ produced

the first three-dimensional image of a small (few

centimeter) object. The zone plate was made of gadolinium

paint painted into grooves that were chemically etched into

an aluminum backing plate. Gadolinium does not give off

capture gammas and so was superior to the cadmium FZP used

by Rose /26/. Zone plate construction also did not require

spider leg supports and thus avoided the distortion caused

by them. Finally cold neutrons (< .005ev) were used to

enhance (increase) the scattering cross section of the

hydrogenous target and therefore improve the efficiency of

collecting neutrons to form an image.

Building on previous efforts to reconstruct holograms

numerically /29-32/, Mast, who was a graduate student under

Beynon, developed a computer algorithm to simulate coherent
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light diffraction numerically in hologram reconstruction

/33/. He also used a Monte Carlo code to simulate the

formation of holograms. This was the first time complete

three-dimensional reconstructions could he produced from

computer simulated holograms. Extensive modeling of the

entire coding-decoding sequence was performed to determine

limitations and to optimize various parameters. One major

result of this work was the determination that numerical

reconstruction of holograms can substantially overcome two

of the most persisent problems with this technique, the nc

component of light during hologram reconstruction, and

limited resolution caused by self-shielding effects in the

object. Presently, the only difficulty in the use of

numerical reconstruction is the ability to accurately count

and precisely locate the neutron interactions that occur on

the hologram image plane such that the hologram becomes a

grid-coded array available for data processing.

Beyond just demonstrating the feasibility of the FZP

shadow holography technique using available Oregon State

University equipment and facilities, this project has

demonstrated an improved technique for better FZP

construction, and has studied the previously unreported

effect of the epi-thermal component of the thermal neutron

beam on hologram resolution.
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C. NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

Within the literature published on the subject of

neutron radiography, there can be found several excellent

reviews of its principles and practical uses /34-36/. It

is the intent of this section to present only a brief

summary of the basic concepts and procedures involved in

the present work. Historically, general radiography was a

direct outgrowth of Rontgen's 1895 discovery of X-rays.

The usefulness of X-rays in medicine and industry was

quickly realized and exploited. The basic principle as

illustrated in Figure I-1 is that X-rays will easily

penetrate matter but will be attenuated by interactions

with orbital electrons. Therefore, as atomic number and/or

density of matter increase, X-rays experience greater

attenuation. This is shown in Figure 1-5 by the steadily

increasing solid line. The result is that a photographic

plate that is sensitive to (will darken with) X-ray

exposure will register the X-ray intensity variations

incident upon it in a two dimensional pattern. These

variations are then directly related to the density and

atomic number of the material through which the X-rays have

passed. Thus bones, which are more dense than surrounding

tissue, show up on X-radiographs as white areas surrounded

by darker more exposed regions.

Chadwick's discovery of the neutron in 1932 /37/ led

to research using neutrons for radiographic purposes
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/38,39/, but it was not until the advent of the nuclear

reactor that neutron beams were of sufficient intensity to

be widely used for radiography /40/. Neutron interactions

with matter are unlike those of X-rays or gamma rays. As

illustrated by Figure 1-5, the attenuation (through

absorption and/or scattering) of neutrons in matter varies

unsystematically with atomic number primarily due to the

differences in nuclear absorption cross-sections. This

fact is precisely what makes neutron radiography an

extremely useful complementary technique in both research

and industrial applications. For instance, different

isotopes of the same element, U-235 and U-238 for example,

may be readily differentiated by a neutron radiograph.

Neutron radiography will not he useful, however, if the

neutron beam must penetrate a material of high scatter or

absorption cross-section such as hydrogenous material.

Attempting to image the internal structure of human hodies,

for example, would fail because few neutrons would ever

achieve complete penetration to be imaged. Neutron

radiography has found its greatest use in fields such as

non-destructive evaluation of nuclear fuel rods,

determination of the location, form and amount of

hydrogenous material encased in metal structures or

systems, and location of gases and liquids doped with high

neutron absorption isotopes within mechanical systems,

among many other more specialized uses. Reference 36

provides a comprehensive collection of these and other
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recent advances in neutron radiography.

Unlike X-rays, gamma rays or charged particles,

neutrons do not interact appreciably with a photographic

emulsion. Several means exist, however, to convert

neutrons into secondary radiation that can easily be

recorded on photographic or other films. These involve the

use of isotopes with large absorption cross-sections for

neutrons and efficient emission of secondary, ionizing

radiation that is photographically recordable. Three

common techniques are illustrated in Figure 1-6. The

first, shown in Figure I-6(a), is a direct exposure method

in which either a gadolinium or dysprosium foil is normally

placed behind and in contact with the photographic film.

Both elements have a high (n,X) cross section producing a

gamma which then ejects an inner orbital electron (internal

conversion) that interacts with the film /41/. In most

radiography work, the film is directly in the path of the

transmitted radiation beam and images the beam modulations

caused by the object being radiographed. In neutron

radiography this may pose a problem since most neutron

beams produced by a reactor will have an appreciable gamma

component which could create unwanted uniform exposure, or

fog, on the film. One way around this problem is the

"transfer technique" illustrated in Figure I-6(b). In this

method a suitably long lived isotopic foil such as indium

(t1/2=54 min) is used in place of the film/foil

combination. An activation image is formed on the foil by
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the transmitted neutron beam, but not by the gammas. After

sufficient irradiation, the foil is removed from the beam

and placed in direct contact with a film allowing the decay

radiation to form the latent image on the film. This

method is time consuming and has poorer resolution than the

direct technique. These disadvantages may be compensated

for, however, by the insensitivity to gammas. Another

imaging method utilizes a scintillator screen /42/ as

illustrated in Figure 1-6(c). The screen usually consists

of a mixture of natural boron or lithium enriched in B10 or

Lib, respectively, and a siver-activated zinc sulfide

phosphor Zns(Ag). Neutrons undergo a (n,o() reaction with

the boron or lithium and the phosphor scintillates (gives

off light) when struck by the alpha particle. The

scintillation is then recorded on the film in the normal

manner.

Another solution to the problem of interfering gamma

radiation is the use of track-etch detectors /43-45/. This

method utilizes a polycarbonate plastic, glass, mica, or

cellulose nitrate film mated to a conversion screen made of

natural or enriched boron, lithium, or uranium. An (n,ol)

or (n,f) reaction in the conversion screen produces a

large, heavily ionized recoil particle which will cause

radiation damage tracks in the film. Normally these tracks

Can only he seen by means of an electron microscope.

However, the tracks are made larger after treating them

with a chemical that preferentially attacks the damaged
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areas. Track-etch films, also known as solid state nuclear

track detectors (SSMT0s), offer the advantages over

photographic films of low cost; X-ray, gamma ray and light

insensitivity; and comparable resolution and ease of

processing. Their disadvantage is primarily poor contrast

and low optical density. Khan (et. al.) gives an excellent

comparison between metal foil, scintillator, and ssmrn

techniques for neutron radiography /46/. Other interesting

imaging techniques that have been used are real time

fluoroscopy /36/ and high speed stop motion radiography of

dynamic events /47/.

The choice of technique hest suited for neutron shadow

holography must take into account several conflicting

requirements. Since the neutrons being imaged have

scattered from the target, their flux is several orders of

magnitude less than the interrogating beam. This requires

that the interrogating beam be sufficiently intense and/or

the exposure time sufficiently long for a useable image to

form. For most targets this means a neutron beam on the

order of 107 n/cm2-s is required to keep exposure times

reasonable (< 2 hrs). Also, due to the optical nature of

the reconstruction process, the highest possible contrast

and finest resolution are needed. These last two

requirements indicate the use of the gadolinium foil direct

exposure method. A film must be chosen which has a

resolution equal to or better than the smallest spacing

between zone plate rings in order to attain sufficient
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contrast between adjacent zones. The gadolinium foil

itself has an inherent resolution of < 100 pm /34/ which is

the best resolution of all the techniques described above.

The two hour time requirement, in addition to simple

convenience, is also needed to limit the gamma fogging of

the film to acceptable levels. The use of track-etch films

would match the resolution of gadolinium foil, but due to

low contrast, would not produce good holograms.

The Oregon State University Radiation Center neutron

radiography facilities used in this project include the

Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor (OSTR), a TRIGA Mk II

1 MW steady state research reactor /48/ presently using

highly enriched Fuel Life Improvement Program (FLIP) fuel,

one radial and one tangential beam port, and supporting

lahoratories and equipment. The tangential beam port (BP

#3) can produce a neutron flux of about 1.4 X 107 n/cm2-s

at 100 KW operation, but does not look directly into the

reactor core as do the radial ports. This greatly reduces

the interfering gamma radiation in the neutron beam.
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CHAPTER II FRESNEL ZONE PLATE CHARACTERISTICS

A. ELEMENTARY DIFFRACTION

Before the mathematical treatment of FZP operation is

given in the next section of this chapter, it is extremely

helpful to understand how a FZP operates from a physical

standpoint. This gives considerable insight into some of

the difficulties encountered in the shadow holography

technique.

We can think of many common examples of waves that do

not normally travel in straight lines. Sound and radio

waves are detected around corners and obstructions, ocean

waves bend around obstacles and join together again, and

waves in a ripple tank flare out after passing through a

small opening. These are common examples of diffraction

phenomena which will exist for any wave as long as the

dimensions of the obstacles and apertures are of the same

order of magnitude as the waves' characteristic wavelength.

Electromagnetic radiation in the visible region (4300 <;k.

<6900A) behaves exactly the same way and will diffract when

encountering objects with dimensions of several thousand

Angstroms or less. Recall that this is the reason an

optical microscope cannot view objects such as these. Any

discussion of diffraction usually begins with Huygen's

principle which was proposed in 1678 to explain reflection
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and refraction due to the wave nature of light. Simply

stated, it is:

"All points on a wavefront can he considered as point
sources for the production of spherical secondary wavelets.
After time t the new position of the wavefront will he the
surface of tangency to these secondary wavelets."

Later, Fresnel postulated that these secondary

wavelets mutually interfere and thereby account for

diffraction effects. This combined theory is known as the

Huygens-Fresnel principle /49/. The effect is shown in

Figure 11.1 for only two of the secondary wavelets

originating within an infinitely long slit aperture exposed

to plane incident waves of appropriate wavelength.

We now divide an aperture of width h into many

elemental strips of length dr and consider each strip as

the source of a Huygens wavelet now represented by a ray as.

in Figure 11.2. If all rays are assumed to focus upon a

sufficiently distant screen so that we may regard all rays

as being paralle1(3), then the resulting wave amplitude on

the screen may he found he adding the contributions of all

the incremental elements. Note that as theta is varied the

phase difference between adjacent elemental rays will

change in a readily apparent manner(4). If the wavelet

(3) We may also assume the elemental rays are exactly
parallel and are brought to a focus by an appropriate lens.
The requirement of parallel rays produces what is called
Fraunhofer diffraction and is a limiting case of the more
general Fresnel diffraction.
(4) The amplitude of the Huygens wavelet also changes with
theta, but for small values of theta (our primary interest)
this so-called obliquity factor or inclination factor /49/
can he ignored.
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disturbance along ray R1 is given the form

AA! = Ao dr sin(WA)

then any other wavelet within the slit such as R2 will be

offset from R1 by phase difference 40=(217/7\) r sin(e)

where Xis the wavelength of the incident wave and

r sin(e) is the path difference between rays. Thus, the

disturbance along any arbitrary ray R2 will be

4A2= Ao dr sin[C1) 27r '.1-62]

Summing the effect of all such arbitrary rays by

integrating the above equation from 0 to b results in

A = [A0X/27 sin elkoswt cos(co*
276 sin e

(II.3)

which can be simplified considerably through the use of the

trigonometric identity

()
COS X cos Y= 2 sin (X + Y sirl X Y

(I1.4)2
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This gives

Ao X
A sine sitx(765,ine)sir,[cAA

7rbsine 1
-I

(II.5)

The intensity I of the resulting interference pattern on

the screen for any given theta is proportional to the time

average of the square of the amplitude, or

I = Io [sin(u) /u]2 (II.6)

where

u = [11.13 sin(e)/A] (11.7)

and Io is the constant of proportionality.

This result gives rise to the familiar [sin(u)/u]2

diffraction pattern that is illustrated in Figure 11.3(5).

Note from equations 11.6 and 11.7 that as slit width b

increases relative toA, the magnitudes of the secondary

maxima decrease and their positions become closer to the

primary (central) maximum. If we examine the more

mathematically complex case in which parallel rays are not

assumed, known as Fresnel diffraction, the same general

diffraction pattern shape results for slit widths up to

approximately 103 times the wavelength of the incident

(5) Throughout the foregoing discussion, the inverse
dependence of amplitude on the distance traveled along the
ray path has been neglected for simplicity.
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light /52/.

We can now illustrate the operation of a FZP by

representing each diffraction maximum with only one

fictitous ray emanating from the center of a slit as in

Figure 11.4. With the exception of the ray corresponding

to the primary maximum, these rays intersect an arbitrary

(for the moment) axis in an infinite number of locations.

The width and exact location of an adjacent slit may now he

chosen such that the rays of its own diffraction maxima

exactly intersect the axis with the corresponding rays of

the first slit. Additional properly sized and located

slits will create a cumulative effect of secondary maxima

at the focal points along the axis. Thus each diffraction

slit works in harmony with adjacent slits to produce the

axial foci. Expanding on Sussman /65/, Mast /33/ gives a

rigorous mathematical analysis of the relationship between

a series of diffraction slits and a FZP. His analysis

shows that the undiffracted (nc) component will impose a

strong background on all focal planes. This background

does not contain any information about the FZP and it

reduces the contrast of other foci created by overlapping

FZP's during hologram reconstruction. The removal of this

very strong DC component (note the difference in maxima

amplitudes in Figure 11.3) is one of the primary

difficulties with optical reconstruction of holograms.

It still remains to calculate the exact relationship

between the zone plate axis and adjacent slits required to
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produce the cumulative effect described above. Figure 11.5

shows a plane wave incident upon a semi-infinite plane.

Just at the point where the wavefront reaches the

semi-infinite aperture, we consider it to become a series

of Huygens wavelets, each originating from a strip Ar and

expanding toward point P located distance z from the plane.

A set of rays, labeled z', describe the direction and

distance a wavefront must travel to reach P. The segment

AO represents the additional path length or phase

difference experienced by a wavelet with respect to the

wavelet originating from the strip at r = 0. Those

positions r where AO is nA/2 (n=2,4,6) will identify

those wavelets arriving at P exactly in-phase. Similarly,

where AO is n /2 (n=1,3,5.) wavelets will arrive at P

exactly out-of-phase. The lengths z' for n=1,2,3,4

become

z1' = z + 202

z2' = z + 2X/2

z3' = z + 3A/2

zn' = z + nA/2

and from Figure 11.5 we see

r
n
2 + z2 = (zn')2 = (z + nA/2)2.

Multiplying out,

r
n
2 z2 = z2 n'Xz (n71/4/2)2

(11.8)

(I1.9)
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if nA<< z or equivalently if theta is kept small (this is

the usual case), then

rn = 1FX7 =
r1

1/77

Each distance between rn and rn.1.1 can be called a "zone."

Secondary wavelets coming from similar points on adjacent

zones will be out of phase by 2L/2 at P and will attenuate

each other. If alternate zones are made opaque to the

incident wave as in Figure 11.6, a high intensity focal

point will he produced at P due to the summation of

in-phase wavelets emanating from similar points on every

other zone and the removal of directly out-of-phase

wavelets emanating from similar points on adjacent zones.

Thus in Figure 11.6, z1' is /1 /2 out-of-phase with z2'

which is )L out-of-phase (in-phase) with z3'. Fach pair of

adjacent zones represents one wavelength difference in

pathlength z'. This construction gives rise to linear and

circular Fresnel Zone Patterns as shown in Figure 11.7. A

linear FZP will produce a line as a focus whereas the

circular pattern will produce a point focus. Note that it

does not matter if the central zone is transparent or

opaque. Also, it is easily seen that the mirror image rays

about the axis orthogonal to the FZP produce a virtual

focus at distance z behind the zone plate.

This simple analysis lacks the ability to predict the
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additional foci created by higher order diffraction maxima

as was shown earlier. A more rigorous treatment that will

actually describe the intensity distribution function along

the zone plate axis is given in the next section of this

chapter. The result, as illustrated in Figure 1.3, is that

the FZP acts as an infinite series of lenses, focusing

li'ght to an infinite number of foci whose distance from the

zone plate is given by

f
p

= r12 /A p p=+ 1, + 3, 5 (II.11)

Unlike a lens, though, the FZP diffracts rather than

refracts light.

It is appropriate to ask here whether the neutrons we

are using to create the zone patterns on film will be

diffracted by the FZP apertures through which they pass. A

quick calculation using equation 1.1 shows that neutrons at

thermal energies (v = 221)0 m/s) will have a De Broglie

wavelength on the order of a couple of Angstroms, far

smaller than the few hundredths of a centimeter minimum

zone plate width used in this work. Thus geometrical

neutron optics can he assumed, resulting in the accurate

shadowing of the FZP on film.
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B. FRESNEL ZONE PLATE THEORY

The choice of a Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) as the

encoding aperture in shadow holography was based on the

ease of the reconstruction process which, in turn, depends

on the particular intensity distribution developed along

the zone plate axis when it is illuminated by coherent

light. This section reviews the analysis of the axial

intensity distribution more rigorously than was presented

in Chapter I. The purpose of this review is to study the

intensity and resolution characteristics of the foci in

order to better understand their effect on the choice of

zone plate size, number of zones, and focal plane used in

reconstruction. The analysis presented here is primarily

taken from Shulman /50/ who gives a very complete review of

holography methods in general and of Fresnel Zone Plates in

particular.

The Huygen-Fresnel principle is very accurately

described by the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula /49/

which gives the light wave amplitude at any point beyond a

diffraction opening illuminated by a point source located a

finite distance away. For the present application this

formula is unnecessarily complex and difficult to handle

analytically. Applying some simplifications to the

Fresnel-Kirchhoff formula, A. Sommerfeld deduced an

equation, known as the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld equation /51/,

which can be readily applied to the study of any radially
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symmetric zone plate. It describes the complex amplitude

of light along the axis of such a zone plate and is given

as

U(X,z) sucp(Akz+rz
A x 27rrar (11.12)

1/7.2. + r
zone
plate

where A0 is the incident wave amplitude, 'kis its wave

length, t(r) is the transmission function of the zone plate

with respect to its radius, z is the axial coordinate, and

k = 21T/2\ (usually called the wave number). The following

assumptions apply to equation 11.12:

1. The zone plate is planar and is illuminated by

plane waves of constant phase (coherent light).

2. k >> (z 2 + r-? )- 5. This requirement is easily met

for laser light of approximately 632 nm wavelength.

3. The obliquity factor is neglected. This factor

accounts for the requirement that the Huygens wavelets

not produce a wave traveling in the reverse direction

of the primary wave. Thus a wavelet's amplitude will

vary from a maximum in the direction normal to the

primary wave, to zero in the opposite direction. This

factor has the form (1 + cos e)/2 where theta is the
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angle of inclination off the zone plate normal made by

a ray traveling from a differential area on the zone

plate to a point on the zone plate axis. It can he

assumed to equal 1.0 as long as theta remains small,

or equivalently if the maximum zone plate radius is

much smaller than the distance z (see Figure 11.5).

Use of equation II.11 will show that the first focus

of a 4.0 mm radius zone plate illuminated with 632 nm

light will be at 25.31 meters, thus validating this

assumption. Higher order foci, however, will have

less amplitude and intensity than those predicted by

equation 11.12.

Equation 11.12 is further simplified by two

approximations, first

I I

2
a

which follows from the same argument as for the obliquity

factor, and

axp(-)..K4E2-1- r p(-11<z)st_xpeAkr212.4 11.14)



which follows from expanding 1/z2 r
2

= z 16 r2/z2

using the binomial expansion

(i+X)h = 1+ roc n(h.-1))( 11(n)n -2) X3
a 1. + 3
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where x2 < 1 and neglecting all but the first two terms

(again, this will hold for R << z where R is the maximum

zone plate radius). Substituting these into equation 11.12

gives

Ct 21-A0p(r k r2)
.mac

1
I

0

Since t(r) = 0 beyond the integration limits and using the

substitution 2/r r dr =1T d(r2), then

2.

ir A. (i2-rraff r 2.

U(A,Z)- -g-xP xV r z
-00 (II.17)
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This equation is proportional to the Fourier transform of

t(r2) given by

4.00

01-e-xp(4-1

Thus, the complex amplitude may be written

77- A 0
.12-X p kz)Fk7-1-:,U(A,z) = z

and the intensity, which by definition is proportional to

the square of the amplitude, becomes

IN2)= (A,z) u NE) = FAlpTriFU-1-;-.1 (I1 20 )

where * indicates the complex conjugate and Io is a factor

which includes A02. Thus, the axial intensity variation

may he investigated by Fourier transformation of the zone

plate transmission function.

An FZP transmission function is plotted in Figure 11.8
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as a function of r 2
. Note that as a result of the change

of the independent variable to r2, the transmission

function is now periodic and can be written as a standard

Fourier expansion of the form

00

= (a cospx 4" br.SityX) (II.21)

r=1

cto = 2 Tif(x) ob(
0

21t

if (%) cospX dx
0

2/t

(11.22)

(11.23)

dx
(11.24)br = 2.,Trif(x) sin rx

0

Evaluating the coefficients and providing for the

requirement that the cos and sin terms in equation 11.23

and 11.24 be periodic over the interval 0 < r2 < 2r12, we

get

(r2) = SI
Tr e.

311-
311-r'

3I- Sin

51/-
. .. (11.25)
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00

sirt ""2"Pit(r2) = 0.5 E '-
1141

odd

Now applying equation II.18 to equation 11.26 yields

45

(11.26)

R2

F(w) = a5112.Xp( ,Z Li) r2) a r2

re00

--2-1sin Pg-v... r_e_xp(--,kcolotrl' (11.27)

Pit' II?"'
0,1,1 0

where the integration limits have been changed to reflect

zero transmission heyond the maximum radius R, and where CO

= 11"/X z. After multiple rearranging and use of Euler's

identity sin x = (eix - e-ix)/2i, equation 11.27 becomes

F) 13/2.1(Rn sin (A)R72)
I3%2)

(u) R2 +/2)

-"P[Igi+1.-4 sinKIAPti-w)]
( e

l(11_2=1 k--27A t7
odd
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+4] Fe\ Sii-11-2-Xl+u..)]
(11.28)

; R2)(01'co

21 (19(Pli'a 7-71.

odd

Each term of equation 11.28 contains a (sin x)/x term

which is negligible unless close to its center peak. It

can easily be shown(6) that for LIJ = plY/r12 (p = ± 1,

t 3, 5 , ) and at a given p, all other terms in the

series are sufficiently far from their center peak so that

they may be ignored.

(6) All that needs to be shown is that as CO approaches a
value corresponding to an adjacent focus (p-± 2) , the
(sin x)/x term for the pth focus becomes negligible, or
mathematically

r-2)11-TT
rt

The denominator is equal to 'N1Y where N may typically
range from 20 to 100.



Thus,

w -4- o, F(w) -÷ ."13(.1w R1A)C-S)

Pit(.0* ) F(u))+0.Lxp[gIS)(4-4(÷)
1

W -4"fal I F(u)) (2---1 ) A X Pk122-A P11- + )1( R)T. p 2 IV- I° 2

and from the relation given for intensity

I (w) = 10 c)-)7- Rto) F*(w)

we get

a) -* 01 I 60) --* o
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(11.29)

(II.30)

(11.32)

(11.33)

GO -4- I (w) '4' I0 (L-12t* )2(3-1")1.-÷ I 31 OLP)PIT Z

qz I IT r II. 0 r`t -ION
1

P 1r i \A / A \
tt) -P ) I(w)-1r.14,C)21.) c R ) 4'I 31 -'ed Nz

ria'
ri 2. TTIF 0 114 0

(11.35)
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where N is the total number of zones and follows from

equation 11.10. This is shown in Figure 11.9.

The important result here is that the intensity

distribution function has peak values at GJ = 7T/A z

= p'1} /r12 (p = ± 1, t3, 5 , ) , or identically at

z = r
1

2 /p , which are the focal distances identified in

section A of this chapter. With the assumption of

negligible obliquity factor we have shown that the

intensity remains constant for all foci. Following the

physical argument presented in the first section of this

chapter, this can be reasoned by noting that higher order

foci are created by higher order diffraction maxima with

corresponding lower intensities, but this effect is exactly

offset by the inverse dependence of a wavelets amplitude

with distance. Experimentally, the obliquity factor is not

negligible for many higher order foci. Finally, note that

the separation between foci becomes smaller as p

increases.

The resolution of any focus along the z axis may also

be investigated using equation 11.28. The intensity

distribution in the vicinity of the 4-pth order focus has

the form (sin x/ x)2, or more precisely

I of
sin[(4)P w)]

(21\r,1 _w) (11.36)
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One very arbitrary measure of resolution is the distance

from the focus corresponding to one-half the maximum value

at the center of the peak. The right hand side of equation

11.36 has a maximum central peak value of 1.0 and can he

shown to have a value of approximately 0.5 when

Sir
r' ) 9R

(11.37)

where again (A.) = Tr/Az.

Substituting 7r/zfpk for plY/r12 where zfp = r12/pN is

the pth focal distance, we get

I (1_1\_
A V-Fp a) 9R-x

and rearranging

fi'Az
(Z. ) = =

9 fp 9R=

(11.33)

(11.39)

Solving for z and substituting back into equation 11.39,

9Np-8
(II.40)
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where R2/r12 = N. This relation gives the half-width at

half maximum along the z axis of the pth order focus having

distance zfp from a FZP having N total zones. The

importance of equation 11.40 is its indication that as the

number of zones or the order of the focus increases so does

the resolution.

Mast /33/ deduced a numerical algorithm from the

Rayleigh-Sommerfeld equation (equation 11.12) which he used

to model the effect of varying zone plate parameters on the

resulting intensity, location, and resolution of the foci

produced. A sample of this work is reproduced in Figure

11.10 and clearly illustrates the results predicted by the

foregoing analysis. The simulated zone plate used to

produce this figure had 6 zones and a first zone radius of

1.0 cm. It was an ideal zone plate in that the zones were

either completely opaque (zero transmission) or completely

transparent. Note that the resulting maximum intensity is

approximately 36 times the incident intensity as predicted

by equation 11.34 and that higher order foci maintain

relatively high intensity peaks as per the assumption of

negligible obliquity factor. In addition, the resolution

in Figure 11.10 is in good agreement with equation 11.40.

The opaque zones of a zone plate on photographic film

produced by the shadow holography technique will generally

allow partial transmission of the incident light. The

effect of allowing 50% transmission through the opaque

zones is shown in Figure 11.11 for the same zone plate
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Figure 11.10 On-Axis Intensity Distribution of an Ideal FZP
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Figure II.11 On-Axis Intensity Distribution of a Non-Ideal FZP
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parameters given above.

In summary the location, intensity, and resolution of

FZP foci have been determined under the assumptions given.

The dependence of focal intensity on N2 and of focal

resolution on 1/N point to the use of zone plates with

larger N. This project achieved the fabrication of a zone

plate of N equal to 100, more than twice larger than any

known previous FZP used for neutron shadow holography.

Finally, a higher order focus, such as the +3 focus, nay

not be severely enough affected by the obliquity factor to

prohibit using it in the reconstruction process, taking

advantage of its better resolution characteristics.

However, as discussed in the next section of this chapter,

the use of a higher order focus is contingent upon its

non-interference with adjacent foci of different order

created by overlapping FZP patterns on the hologram. This

may become limiting as the separation between adjacent foci

from the same FZP becomes smaller with higher order.
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C. OPTICAL RESOLUTION LIMITATIONS

Cl. Focal Resolution

The result of the previous section of this chapter was

to describe the axial intensity variation of a single FZP

illuhinated with coherent light. At that time no mention

was made of the intensity distribution of foci in a plane

parallel with the zone plate. Yet one of the major

criteria for shadow holography is its ability to resolve

adjacent foci in three-dimensional space. To study the

question of how well foci created by overlapping FZPs can

he resolved as they approach each other, we can divide the

problem into two components: (1) resolution in a plane

parallel to the FZP, and (2) resolution along a central

axis common to two concentric FZPs. Planar resolution will

be considered first.

Recall from the first section of this chapter that a

single linear diffraction slit produced a linear (sinx/x)2

intensity pattern on a screen parallel to the slit plane.

The solution for a circular aperture in the place of the

slit was first solved by G. B. Airy in 1835 and has the

form I(r) = I0(2J1(r)/r)2 where J1(r) is a first order

Bessel function. Solutions of this form may also he

extended to annular apertures (see referenc.e /49/ page 416)

and thus may be applied to FZPs. These resulting patterns

have a shape similar to the previously mentioned
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(sin x/x)2 pattern. The distance between two identical

circular foci such that the primary maximum of one exactly

overlaps the first minimum of the other is a standard

measure of the minimum resolvable distance between foci

known as the Rayleigh criterion. The resulting combination

of.intensity patterns primarily exhibits two peaks

separated by a saddle with a saddle-to-peak ratio of

0.735(7). This minimum resolvable distance d for two foci

created by identical overlapping FZPs having ± p focal

distances of f and diameters 2R is given /20/ as

a =le Xfp/2.R

wherei3 is a factor related to the number of zones M in the

FZP and was determined by Ceglio to be 1.45 for a 100 zone

FZP illuminated with coherent light /5/. Substituting fp

(r1)2/Xp and R = -Fri into equation 11.41 results in

1.*s- r,
=

lirci (11.42)

The first zone radius r1 of a FZP pattern on the hologram

(7) In the case of a linear slit, the saddle-to-peak ratio
under these same conditions would he 0.811 /49/.
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is related to the encoding aperture FZP first zone radius

r1' by the geometry of the experimental set-up as

illustrated in Figure 11.12. Thus

Y-

(11.43)

Two foci whose peaks are a distance d apart will have been

produced by FZP images whose centers are also distance d

apart. The distance d' an object point must laterally

shift in order to cause a shift of d in the images is again

found by simple geometry as

a d, (ILO)

Substituting equation 11.43 and 11.44 into 11.42 and using

the approximation (accurate to within 0.2% for N=100)

we get

a,

rN
(11.44a)

1.44-C-(1 St
"

) (11.45)

sa
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where Arm' is the smallest zone width on the FZP and p is

the order of focus. The distance d' is now the minimum

distance that two object points must be laterally separated

in order to be optically resolvable during hologram

reconstruction. This is equivalently the maximum object

resolution possible in a plane parallel to the FZP.

Note that equation 11.45 assumes ideal FZP images are

formed on the hologram and because this is generally an

unrealistic assumption, d' should he regarded as the

theoretical maximum lateral object resolution. The result

of better resolution with increasing M (decreasing Arm') or

increasing p was as expected.

The resolution of two foci of the same order created

by overlapping concentric FZP images presents a somewhat

different problem. In the previous case, overlapping FZP

images would still diffract light onto their respective

axes according to the intensity relationship derived in

section B of this chapter with a provision made for

intensity losses due to the reduction of transparent zone

area caused by, criss-crossing rings. However, concentric

FZP images, unless they were identical, would mutually

interfere by altering the 17r1 zone spacings required by

all analyses to this point. Some transparent zones of one

image would be completely covered by opaque zones from the

other image. The result will be an irregular series of

concentric zones that will not easily lend themselves to

the analytical Fourier transformation described in section
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B of this chapter.

It has been noted previously that Mast developed a

computer algorithm based on the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld

equation to simulate diffraction effected by any radially

symmetric aperture, including non-periodic apertures /33/.

To study the axial resolution limit, he defined a ratio,p, .

of the radii of two FZP images which were produced by two

object points axially separated by a minimum resolvable

distance dz', or

sr'; + si+zx)P = (11.46)

where again rn' is the nth radius on the actual FZP (see

Figure 11.12). Solving equation 11.46 for dz' gives

4

S2.
SI (11.47)

Mast then used the algorithm to study how closely p could

approach unity before the +1 foci become unresolvable due
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to failure of the Rayleigh criterion or because either

focal intensity drops to less than that of a higher order

focus. He found that two FZP images of M = 40 zones each

could sustain a p of up to 0.98 before producing

unresolvable foci. This was true over a wide range of

transmission factors for the opaque zones and as expected

also showed improving resolution capability as N was

increased.

An interesting result occurs if Mast's computer based

predictions are compared to those obtained by assuming that

two equal order intensity peaks retain their (sin x/x)2

shapes as they approach each other axially. The point at

which the Rayleigh criterion is met is in suprisingly good

agreement with Mast's results, even though he shows that

this assumption is clearly inaccurate.

Recall that the Rayleigh criterion states that two

such peaks are just resolved when the center of one peak

overlays the first minimum of the other peak. This

condition is met when the phase difference between peak

centers is equal to pi. From the relationship for the

axial intensity variation in the vicinity of the p th order

peak given in equation 11.36,

2

6144)(77111
(fly) Prit _w)

(11.36)



we see that this criterion requires

2

or substituting CO =iriX z and N = R2/r12,

Rz
Nip +2

60

(11.48)

(11.49)

The difference between the position represented by equation

11.49 and the position of the central peak in equation

11.36 in terms of Az, is

17 Rz
a6.7.)= NE?.K 7\zistniin p N + (II.50)

and is related to the optical resolution distance along the

central axis. Further rearranging and substitution yield

N t; rALL N 1

N p+ 2 ' L P Np+.2.1
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This optical resolution is related to the hologram plane

by

A
()
a oe°) AZ = )agZ) = Az. (z)

P
(11.52)

where the superscripts refer to two separate concentric FZP

images. These images are, in turn, related geometrically

to the axial object point difference by

'-A .52
rim + s

= + s+ a,

where r1' is the encoding aperture first zone radius.

Combining equations 11.51 through 11.53,

(11.53a)

(11.53b)

Sal (rii)at S21 ( S2

(ri')
)

Q TAT) N +2Pi
(11.54)



which, after solving for dz' yields

£2
s,
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(11.55)

Note the similarity between equation 11.55 and 11.47. A

comparison of the results predicted by Mast and by equation

11.55 are provided in Table 11.1 for s2 = .2 cm, sl = 4 cm,

and p = 1. Roth methods show the expected increase in

resolution with increasing N. Additionally, for N > 10, it

appears that these results converge, indicating that the

assumption of invariant shape in equation 11.55 is

increasingly good as N becomes larger and the intensity

peaks become narrower.

N d
z

' dz'

zones predicted numerically predicted from Eq. 11.55

6 1.26 cm 1.41 cm
10 1.06 cm 0.82 cm
20 0.54 cm 0.40 cm
40 0.25 cm 0.20 cm

100 (not computed) 0.08 cm

Table I1.1 Comparison of numerical versus analytically
predicted axial object resolution distances for sl = 4 cm,
s2 = 2 cm, p = 1, and ideal zone plate characteristics
assumed.
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C2. Overlapping Foci

The smallest FZP image that could theoretically be

created on a hologram will he the size of the actual FZP

used to encoded the hologram. This image will have been

created by an object point at a distance approaching

infinity away from the FZP (s1 -moo). As an object point

moves closer to the FZP, it will cast larger FZP shadows

onto the hologram resulting in images having longer focal

length. The question arises: When does the next higher

order focus of the larger FZP image begin to interfere with

the focus being used to reconstruct the object created by

the smallest FZP image on the hologram? For instance, if

the p = +1 focus is used to reconstruct the object, how

close to the FZP can the object be placed during hologram

encoding before the p = +3 foci begin to interfere with the

reconstructed image?

In practice, the farthest distance from the FZP that

an object can he is limited by its ability to cast a usable

FZP shadow on film. This ability is, in turn, limited by

the inverse square intensity reduction of the radiation

emitted by the object point, and by self-shielding effects.

Assuming for the moment that a suitable maximum distance

si,max can he calculated (see Appendix A), we find that the

FZP image created by the object point at si will have

the minimum possible first zone radius of

crt I

.s
rt,

$t, max (11.56)
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where r1' is the first zone radius of the zone plate. The

p
th focal length produced by this image will be

(1,min)

A p

2.

(11.57)

Similarly, the FZP image created by an object point located

at the minimum distance to the FZP before focal overlapping

occurs is si,min and will cast a shadow with

with focal length

= S

2

cr/hulX
p

(11.58)

(11.59)

As this focal length increases (si,min becoming smaller),

the p+2 order focus is carried along behind until it

overlaps fp,min, or

(II.60)



Substituting equation 11.56 and II.58 into 11.60 and

solving for sl,min yields

S
.S2.

4-i16 52 :)

S wuk %
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It can be seen that sionin will increase (become more

restrictive) as the order of focus (p) used in

reconstruction increases or as s 1,max increases. Thus for

a given p and si ,max, the axial dimension of the object

must he bounded by si and si,min Typical values might

he s2 = 4.0 cm, si ,max 16.0 cm, and p = 1, then sionin is

found from equation 11.61 to be 3.43 cm. If p = 3 foci are

used, sl,min becomes 6.51 cm.

An interesting possibility would be to conceive a zone

plate that would create hologram images which produced only

one real focal point. Such a zone plate already exists as

an FZP with sinusoidal optical density variations and can

be shown /50/ to produce only the p = ± 1 foci. The method

used to construct such a zone plate for neutron holography

would necessarily have to account for the e-x transmission

function of neutrons through the zone plate material. A

further benefit from the elimination of out-of-focus higher

order images would be a reduction of the background they
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create and consequently an improved signal-to-noise ratio.

C3. Zone Plate Thickness

Another limitation on how close an object point may be

to the FZP aperture (and also how far off the central axis)

is illustrated in Figure 11.13. For a zone plate with

finite thickness, a point close to the zone plate along the

central axis, si,min, will be reached such that the

outermost transparent ring will completely block the path

of neutrons through it. Of course there is still a finite

probability that a neutron will pass through the zone

having been emitted from si,min or a point close to it, but

essentially no ring will be imaged on the hologram plane.

For zone plates of the size and thickness used in this

project, simple geometry will determine si,min to he only a

few millimeters based on this criteria, which is no

limitation compared to that for overlapping foci.

It is of much greater interest, however, to determine

the spatial limitations on an object point within a plane

parallel to the zone plate. If we decide to limit the

width reduction of the outermost ring imaged on the

hologram to 10% of the actual zone plate ring width, then

rN >= 0.9 rN'. The equality will he true when

0.1 41-N = (5 sin e (11.62)
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where

+

Substituting 11.63 into 11.62 and noting that

d rN1 = 17/61-N-1 VF1-771)

we can solve for Ymax as

68

(11.63)

(11.64)

IF1-71)
N I (11.65)

Ymo.x [ 10 5

For typical values such as r1' = 0.4 cm, s1 = 10 cm, N =

100 and 6, 25 ym, we get Ymax 4 cm. If we loosen the

restriction to allow up to 50% reduction of the outermost

rings, similar analysis shows Ymax
=

36 cm. Note that si

must be the closest object point to the zone plate.

Mast /33/ suggests that a substantial width reduction

in the image of the outermost ring may not be of great
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concern since any ring will diffract light regardless of

width. However, in addition to allowing the greater

reduction to disturb the ri)/77-zone spacing, the outermost

rings will generally have lower contrast due to greater

inverse square loss of the radiation field intensity. This

will have a cumulative effect on the ahility of the outer

rings to help produce a focus. Since most objects studied

have been only a few centimeters in any dimension, and with

the advent of a new FZP fabrication technique described

herein which reduced zone plate thickness by a factor of

four over any previously reported, this effect will not he

severely limiting.

C4. Image Distortion

There are two effects which cause distortion in the

reconstructed image of an object. The first has to do with

the way an object point maps axially onto the focal range

of the reconstructed image. Recall that the p = +1 focus

of an FZP hologram image created in an encoding set-up

such as Figure 11.12 is related to the encoding parameters

by equation 11.43, repeated here for n = 1,

rt./0 41 ) (11.66)



such that

r72-
(7/)2(

st)= N = A sli
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(11.67)

Notice that as sl-- coo, 20'1 (r1')2 and that as

si 4-0, )01s,-(140. This non-linear axial mapping

relationship from object space into image space causes a

depth dependent magnification of object points as they

approach the zone plate. Equation 11.67 is plotted in

Figure 11.14 for an FZP with r1' = 1.0 cm and s2 = 4.0 cm.

The minimum object-to-zone plate distance sionin, assumed

calculated from previously discussed limitations, is also

shown. Note that as long as sl is more than about twice

s2 there is essentially a linear relationship between sl

and aft.

The second effect which can cause image distortion is

due to the lateral position of the object point with

respect to the central FZP. axis. As an object point moves

further away from the central axis, the FZP image on the

recording plane becomes elongated, thereby losing the

circular characteristic needed to create a well defined

focus. This effect will be essentially negligible as long

as si > 2s2.

Table 11.2 summarizes the optical characteristics

presented in this section. As will be shown in the next
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chapter, the optical resolution is generally not limiting

when compared to the effects of neutronic self-shielding.

Maximum lateral
object resoluti^n

/;5"-(1 (11.45)

Maximum axial
object resolution

Overlapping
foci

sl,vxivt

Zone Plate thickness
(10% reduction)

Distortion

SAI NI r 1. 44 11._
s,)ktjp+2 (11.56)

Si

rN -F-771106

Si > 2Sz ,see section

(11.65)

Table 11.2 Summary of Optical Resolution Formulas
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CHAPTER III RADIOGRAPHIC CONSIPERATIONS

A. NEUTRONIC RESOLUTION LIMITATIONS

Up until now we have considered objects being

holographed as a set of point sources emitting incoherent

radiation. The implicit assumption was that no attenuation

of emitted radiation occurred and therefore each point

produced equally well defined ideal FZP images on the

hologram plane. Real objects, however, exhibit

self-shielding effects which, if neutrons are used as the

incoherent radiation, can impose far more severe resolution

limitations than those discussed in Chapter II. Consider,

for example, two points within an extended object as shown

in Figure 1.2. Point 1 is located on the edge of the

object closest to the incident radiation beam and closest

to the hologram image plane. This point will scatter the

full intensity of the incident beam, and the scattered

neutrons will experience no attenuation other than inverse

square losses. Point 2, on the other hand, is located

furthest away from both the hologram plane and from the

incident beam. The neutron flux, and therefore the

scattering density, at point 2 will be less than at point 1

due to attenuation of the incident beam through the object.

The scattered neutrons from point 2 must then pass

unaffected through the object in order to he imaged on the
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hologram plane. Finally, even if no attenuation occurred

through the object, fewer neutrons from point 2 would be

available for imaging due to inverse square losses. Thus,

a volume element's ability to produce a well defined F7P

image on film is limited by the following three factors:

(1) Flux level at the element (scattering density)

(2) Distance through object that radiation passes to

reach the image plane (attenuation losses)

(3) Total distance element is located from the image

plane (inverse square attenuation).

All three of these factors are related to the element's

location within the object and with respect to the image

plane. A volume element suffering the extreme of these

limitations will therefore require a much longer time in

order for the fewer neutrons to register on the hologram

recording plane. In that amount of time, all other less

severely affected volume elements could conceivably

saturate (completely darken) a recording medium such as

photographic film. It is desirable, therefore, to use a

recording medium th-at would continue to register linearly

the increasing exposure of the more intense object points

until such time as the minimum required exposure level is

reached for the more severely limited object points. In

the case of photographic film, however, the maximum

exposure is defined as that exposure (neutron exposure in

our case) which results in an optical density of 3.0 or

more. This means that the light transmitted through the
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developed film is at least three orders of magnitude less

than the incident light. The minimum exposure would depend

on whatever minimum optical density an FZP image requires

to produce a discernable focal point, given the optical

reconstruction system used. Thus the usable exposure range

of the recording medium plays a crucial role in the ability

to image larger and more extended objects. The following

analysis of the relationship between the recording medium

range and the neutronic properties of the object loosely

follows Mast /33/.

The requirement that the recording medium have

sufficient exposure range to enable the most severely

restricted object element, i.e. point 2, to be imaged

against the background created by the rest of the object

is

film

E max TOT
;1E mi.

1r4m
where is the total flux reaching the film and 2 is

TOT

the flux from point 2 which reaches the film. Assuming for

simplicity that the object is homogeneous, we get

OTOT

EhictX > ir
E min [zE,t sl 052.

J 1+11- (R s)2
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where the 0!, are in units of neutrons/sec, R represents

the average shortest distance between the object and the

hologram plane, s is the average distance neutrons must

pass through the object from point 2, and 12, represents

the probability that a neutron emitted from point 2 will

not he scattered or absorbed before reaching the hologram

plane. Then, since

OTOT = E
s/ToTVTOT

01 = Es .1,Ya

wherel:s is the scattering cross section in cm-1, iz is

flux in n/cm2-s at point 2, IT,Tis the volume averaged

flux for the total object, and V is volume in cm3.

Substituting equation 111.3 into 111.2, we get

\/2 (R4 IToTV-ror
ZEA

2
E max

Equation 111.4 represents an expression for the minimum

least resolvable volume element required to scatter enough
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neutrons into the film to he imaged, given the physical and

neutronic properties of the object and the range of the

recording medium.

To illustrate the importance of equation 111.4

consider a 1.0 cm3 cube of water which has a large

scattering cross section (Ls= 3.45 cm-1) and essentially

zero absorption cross section for thermal neutrons. The

theoretical limit as El*--1-0 for Tor/1 is 1.0 and

realistically will be much higher due to the relatively

large scattering cross section. The ratio Emax/Emin for

the film/foil combination used in this project is about

five to one /34/. Thus, for R >> s and s = 1.0 cm, the

theoretical minimum volume element that could be resolved

at point 2 becomes, from equation 11.4, V2 = 6.33 "tot and

in reality will he many times greater due to the non-zero

scattering cross section. This example primarily

illustrates the severe limitation imposed by the recording

medium. Even if, as mentioned above, an image recorder

could be conceived and built with infinite range

(Emax/Emi n "=> optical reconstruction would still not be

feasible since light transmission will essentially be zero

beyond a certain maximum optical density. It has been

shown /33/, however, that if neutron interactions can he

precisely counted and located on the image plane, the

resulting grid-coded array can be processed numerically to

reconstruct the image with the further advantage that the

undiffracted background present in optical reconstruction
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is essentially eliminated. This technique is presently

limited only by the current unavailability of infinite

range detectors, although devices such as multi-wire

proportional counters, electronic position sensitive

detectors, or scintillating fiber optic bundles could he

developed for this purpose.

For objects with large scattering cross sections, the

problem described above can be somewhat reduced by making

multiple holograms of the object as it is rotated in the

interrogating beam, or even by using multiple interrogating

beams. Additionally, many neutron cross sections exhibit a

1/v dependence so that the use of epi-thermal or fast

neutrons might provide better results for some objects,

although the scattered flux must still be sufficiently

modulated by the FZP, which also exhibits a 1/v dependence.

A discussion of the effect of epi-thermal neutrons on

hologram formation is given in section B of this chapter.

For objects with a low neutron scatter cross section, the

primary limitation becomes increasing exposure time as a

result of lower total scattered neutron flux. A target

with low scattering and high absorption cross sections

would be a worst case example where scattering density

would be low and self-shielding effects large.

Some metals such as Fe, Pb, and Al exhibit lower

scattering cross sections at neutron energies below the

thermal range. Other elements, such as H, 0, and N show

higher scattering cross sections at lower energies. The
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use of low energy neutrons are thus indicated when it is

desired to image organic materials within metallic

structures. Interrogating beams of cold neutrons (E <

.005ev) have been used to image small point and planar

hydrogenous objects /27/ where scattered flux intensity

would otherwise have been insufficient for a two hour

exposure. Increasing exposure time will generally cause

increasing background density on film due to gamma fogging

and may become limiting for more extended exposures. The

use of gamma insensitive recorders are thus indicated,

although those presently available lack either the

necessary resolution or contrast capability to produce good

holograms. Another obvious solution is the removal of

gammas from the interrogating beam or the placement of

appropriate shielding to limit gamma exposure of the film.
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B. NEUTRON BEAM EPI-THERMAL CONTENT

It was noted in the previous section of this chapter

that a target having a high total cross section suffers a

loss of resolution capability due to the exponential

relationship between total cross section and volume

resolution given by equation 111.4. If the target

approximates a 1/v absorption characteristic, one way to

improve resolution might be to use a beam of faster, higher

energy neutrons. For many target materials this would

effectively lower the total cross section term in equation

111.4. However, the higher energy neutrons scattered from

the target still need to be stopped by the opaque zones of

the FZP and imaged by the film/foil. A gadolinium zone

plate also exhibits a 1/v absorption characteristic for

energies up to about 0.1 eV and then shows an even more

rapid drop in cross section up to 1.0 eV where resonances

begin to appear /53/. The question therefore arises: How

much can the energy spectrum of the interrogating beam be

increased before the Gd FZP begins to lose its ability to

modulate the scattered flux? On the other hand, for

targets using thermal or subthermal neutrons the question

of how much epi-thermal component can be present in the

beam without creating an unacceptable background fog on the

film must also he answered. This second question was of

some importance early in this project since both Rose /26/

and Mast /33/ reported using thermal interrogating beams
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with apparently much lower epi-thermal content than was

available from the OSTR TRIGA Mk II reactor. Gold foil

activation measurements performed on the OSTR beam port #3

/56/, which was subsequently used for neutron holography,

showed roughly equal thermal and epi-cadmium neutron

fluxes. Roth Rose and Mast reported epi-cadmium components

that were two to three orders of magnitude less than the

thermal component. Furthermore, Mast emphasized that an

interrogating beam must have a negligible epi-thermal

component in order to avoid fogging the film.

In order to answer the above questions, we must

consider how the energy dependent cross sections within the

target transform the incident neutron spectrum into the

scattered neutron spectrum, then how well the scattered

spectrum is modulated by the energy dependent FZP, and

finally the efficiency with which the film/foil combination

images the scattered spectrum. We will assume

interrogating beam neutrons in the energy region above the

cadmium cutoff energy of 0.5 eV (epi-thermal region) to be

characterized by the reactor slowing down spectrum having a

probability distrihution function proportional to 1/E.

This provides a clear separation between the Maxwellian

thermal spectrum and the more easily handled 1/E

epi-thermal spectrum.

Appendix A gives the details of finding the scattered

neutron epi-thermal energy spectrum when the target

scattering and absorption cross sections are known
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functions of energy. The result of this analysis shows

that the target emitted spectrum will also show a 1/E

dependence if constant cross sections are assumed.

Further, since nearly all elements exhibit absorption cross

sections that vary proportionally with the inverse of

neutron velocity (so-called "1/v" absorbers), it can be

infered that for these elements the scattered spectrum will

be somewhat weighted toward higher energies, or "hardened"

due to preferential removal of lower energy neutrons. The

exact amount of hardening depends on the relative

magnitudes of the scattering and absorption cross sections

and will vary with each nuclide. Because of the six order

of magnitude epi-thermal energy range, this hardening will

not be noticable, although flux depressions in the vicinity

of resonance absorption peaks miaht be seen. Since the 1/v

absorption characteristic continues into the thermal energy

range, the more complex analysis of the thermal spectrum

will also show flux levels shifted to slightly higher

energies /55/. This energy shift is generally less than

0.01 eV for low absorbing/high scattering materials and

will be discussed in more detail below.

Flow that the epi-thermal energy spectrum of scattered

neutrons has been shown to closely approximate the 1/F

interrogating beam spectrum, we need to investigate the

probability that a scattered epi-thermal neutron will pass

through the FZP opaque region and be imaged by the Gd

foil/film combination. If this probability were high, such
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a neutron would "fog" the film by reducing FZP ring

contrasts much like unwanted gamma ray exposure.

Consider an epi-thermal neutron which scattered from

the target toward an opaque region of the FZP. The

probability that such a neutron will pass through the FZP,

then be stopped by the Gd foil, and finally be imaged on

the photographic film is

Eo."(E)p (E, t;ii)][
4.09

(E) 1-

where 6 is the thickness of the Gd FZP, tfoil the

thickness of the Gd converter foil, and i_(E) the energy

dependent absorption cross section of gadolinium. The

Pim(E,tfoil) term represents the Gd converter foil reponse

efficiency and is equal to the probability that a neutron

is absorbed at a certain distance into the face of the foil

multiplied by the probability that the emitted secondary

electrons are able to reach the foil face (photographic

emulsion) from their point of emission. Thus, Pim(E) is

simply the probability that an incident neutron will he

imaged by the Gd converter foil. This function was

calculated by Hawkesworth /57/ for a 25 micron Gd foil and

was later corrected to account for the 0.6 electron
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emission per neutron absorption ratio /34/. The resulting

plot of Pim(E) is shown in Figure 111.2 as the solid line.

The macroscopic total cross section for pure Gd metal is

shown in Figure II1.1 and the resulting plot of equation

111.5 for S = tfoil = 25 microns is the dotted line in

Figure 111.2. The function Pim(E) drops off rapidly above

about 0.1 eV due to the corresponding sharp decrease in
__GA,
2_ (E) and the fact that the emitted electrons experience

an e-ux attenuation in Gd metal with a maximum range of

only about 12-13 microns. The total probability that any

epi-thermal neutron scattered by the target contributes to

a background fog on the film is proportional to the product

of the probability distribution function of target

scattered epi-thermal neutrons and equation 111.5,

integrated from 0.5 eV to 1.0 MeV. As shown by Figure

111.2, Pfog(E) is less than 0.7% for all energies above 0.5

eV, and therefore the probability of an epi-thermal neutron

contributing to fog is similarly small. This may be

compared to thermal neutrons, which are properly imaged

behind FZP transparent zones with --30%, probability and

imaged as fog with --- 4% probability as will be shown below.

Since for this energy range the first term in equation

111.5 is close to 1.0, we can see that even the epi- thermal

neutrons which pass through the FZP transparent zones will

not he appreciably imaged.

The foregoing analysis illustrates three important

points: (1) the interrogating beam epi-thermal spectrum
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is transformed (to a good approximation) into a similar 1/F

target scattered spectrum, (2) these scattered epi-thermal

neutrons (> 0.5 eV) do not appreciably create any image or

fog on the film, and (3) we may therefore conclude that the

epi-thermal flux component of the interrogating beam,

calculated in the usual way with cadmium covered gold foil

activation measurements, need not be negligible in order to

avoid noticably fogging the film.

The more interesting question concerns the behavior of

equation 111.5 at energies less than 0.5 eV. Note from

Figure 111.2 that neutrons with an energy of about 0.15 eV

experience the maximum fogging probability of 7.89' If we

desire to weight the probability distribution of thermal

neutrons in the interrogating beam toward higher energies

to overcome the neutronic resolution limitation discussed

in the previous section, we can see that increased fogging

will occur. The probability that a neutron will he imaged

correctly, that is, will pass through a transparent FZP

zone and then produce an image on film, is Pin(E,tfoil)

where /57/

(E; ± coil) =fE (E).g_Xp [Ect (E.) R (x) 61,x
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The function R(x) describes the attenuation of the emitted

radiation in the screen material. Equation 111.6 is

plotted as the solid line in Figure 111.2. The difference

between Pim(E) and Pfog(E) illustrates the dramatic loss of

contrast at energies above approximately 0.1 eV between

areas of properly imaged neutrons and areas where fogging

occurs.

To investigate the effect of an increasing thermal

neutron energy spectrum on the contrast between fogged and

correctly imaged regions, Pim(F) and Pfog(F) in Figure

111.2 were numerically integrated over four different

Maxwellian thermal neutron energy spectrums. The range of

integration was from 0.001 eV to 1.0 eV, and the values of

kT for the Maxwellian distrihutions were 0.025 eV, 0.05 eV,

0.1 eV, and 0.3 eV. In addition, the transition region

between the reactor 1/E slowing down spectrum and the

thermal spectrum was modeled using an empirical joining

function /55/ developed during early studies of neutron

thernalization and subsequently replaced by more

sophisticated methods. However, to a first approximation,

these results provide an idea of how the increasing thermal

energy spectrum component of an interrogating beam will

affect the quality of the hologram. The Maxwellian spectra

are plotted in Figure 111.3 and the results of the

integration are presented in Table 111.1 where Pfog is the

total probability that a neutron with an energy between

0.001 eV and 1.0 eV will he imaged hehind an opaque F72
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region, Pim is the probability over the same energy range

that a neutron will be correctly imaged behind a

transparent FZP region, and 0 is a quality ratio equal to

Pim/Pfog

kT (eV)

P fog

Pim

Q

0.025 0.05

0.040

0.323

8.0

0.054

0.226

4.2

0.1 0.5

0.047

0.126

2.7

0.017

0.033

1.8

Table III.1 Summary of Numerical Integration Results

Showing Quality (0) of Hologram Contrasts as a Function of

Increasing Thermal Energy Spectra.

As an example, if we wish to improve the resolution of

the least resolvable object point V2 in a target of pure

water, equation 111.4 indicates that increasing neutron

energy from 0.025 eV (Et H20
= 3.45 cm -1

) to 0.05 eV

(ZIH20t = 2.66 cm -1
) for s << R and s = 1.0 cm, will

reduce V
2

by a factor of about 0.45. This is not a

substantial effect if V2 is already several times V total at

0.025 eV neutron energies, although it may he possible to

form better hologram images for object points nearer the

imaging plane than V2. At the higher energy, however, the

strength of the image produced on film drops to only about

4 times the neutron background fog from 8 times at 0.025 eV
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energies. Now much this decrease in contrast will affect

the quality of the reproduced image will depend on the

non-linear characteristics of the X-ray film being used,

and the ability of the optical reconstruction system to

generate resolvable foci from FZP images with lower

contrast. It can be noted, however, that previous shadow

holography work done with well-thermalized neutrons

produced only barely resolvable images for simple

hydrogeneous and carbon targets /26-28/. Thus, any further

reduction in contrast will very likely lead to unacceptably

poor holograms.

A possible improvement in contrast quality could be

obtained by increasing the thickness of the Gd FZP, or 8

in equation 111.5. An even better solution might be to

retain the 25 micron thickness, for optical resolution

reasons, and use a Gd foil enriched in the isotope Gd157 to

produce the same effect through a higher absorption cross

section. The effect on Pfog(E) of increasing S to 50

microns, or of increasing the Gd157 enrichment a

corresponding amount, is shown in Figure 111.4 compared

once again to Pin(E). In this case Pfog(E) peaks near 5.7%

at about 0.17 eV, but is much more sharply reduced at lower

energies.

It was noted above that in the presence of 1/v

absorbing nuclei the Maxwellian neutron flux distribution

will be "shifted" to slightly higher energies after

scattering from the target. The thermal neutron flux
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distribution in many cases may be considered to retain its

Maxwellian shape, but at a higher temperature Tn called the

effective neutron temperature. Although this model fails

when strong absorption or thermal resonances are present,

it seems well suited for analyzing the scattered thermal

spectrum for targets with high scattering and low

absorption cross sections, which is typically the case in

neutron holography. The effective neutron temperature is

given as /55/

Tv, = T[l

where T is the actual target (moderator) temperature, A is

a dimensionless empirically determined coefficient which

normally ranges between 1.2 and 1.8, and Fis the inverse

of the moderating ratio, or

r =
E Es

zo,

where 2:ais evaluated at temperature T and E is the average

lethargy gain per collision. This model becomes inadequate

when Il> 0.1 due to the thermal flux shape varying

significantly from the Maxwellian. If maximum values of
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A=1.8 and I-1=0.1 are substituted into equation 111.7, and

if kT = 0.025 eV, then kTn = 0.029 eV. From the previous

analysis of fogging probability, we see that the presence

of such an absorber will cause slightly increased neutron

fogging and a consequent decrease in hologram contrasts.

Many targets of interest, however, have much lower values

of F. For instance, Ti 0 = 0.014, and r
2

carbon

0.0052. Additional information on this model and on

determining the value of A is given in reference /61/.

The production of epi-thermal neutrons for application

to neutron holography deserves brief mention. The

Maxwellian distributions of Figure 111.3 represent a

thermal peak energy span (AkT) from 0.025 to 0.3 eV which

is equivalent to a temperature difference of 31940K. It

would be most difficult to find a moderator capable of

thermalizing neutrons at the high end of this energy range.

However, it has been suggested that graphite at 16000K

could conceivably he used as a rethermalizing moderator

/59/ for producing higher energy neutrons for radiographic

purposes. This represents a kT equal to about 0.13 eV, a

range which includes three of the four spectrums in Figure

111.3. Finally, higher energy neutrons can he obtained by

filtering slower neutrons out of the beam /60/.

In summary, although the presence of neutrons in the

scattered spectrum at energies greater than 0.5 eV will not

significantly affect hologram quality, neutrons within the

energy range from 0.025 eV and 0.2 eV can greatly reduce
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contrasts and therefore hologram quality. Even in a well

thermalized beam, the presence of absorbers within the

target tends to further increase the scattered neutron

energy spectrum toward this energy range. Because of these

effects and the difficulty in producing beams of higher

energy neutrons, the feasibility of using such neutrons for

shadow holography is doubtful.
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CHAPTER IV EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. ZONE PLATE FABRICATION

We know from the discussion in Chapter II that the

characteristics of a good zone plate to be used as an

encoding aperture for neutron shadow holography are:

(1) It must he thin enough to avoid substantially

reducing the outer rings for object points close to

the zone plate or off the central axis.

(2) It should alternately be as opaque and as

transparent as possible to the incident radiation in

order to provide maximum contrast between rings on the

imaging plane.

(3) The greater the number of zones, N, the better

the optical resolution characteristics become.

In addition, the diameter of the finished zone plate

must he sized so that each object point of the target casts

a complete FZP shadow onto the available film area. Also,

the smallest spacing between zone rings must be well within

the resolution capability of the film.

The first FZP to be used for neutron shadow holography

was constructed by Rose /26/ out of cadmium rings

self-supported by 3 "spider legs." The zone plate

parameters were: thickness 6 = 150 microns, central zone

radius r1' = 0.294 cm, total number of zones N = 42 (21

transparent and 21 opaque zones), and smallest zone width
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tirNi = 0.23 mm. The choice of cadmium is not prefered,

other than for cost reasons, over gadolinium due to the

emission of capture gammas (primarily 1.3 MeV and 1.5 MeV)

which can fog a photographic image recorder. In addition,

the absorption cross section for cadmium (2440 barns) is

more than an order of magnitude lower than that for

gadolinium (49,000 barns). Finally, the use of spider leg

supports reduce the diffraction efficiency of the FZP

image.

The next advance in FZP design for neutrons was Beynon

and Masts' /27,28/ use of paint containing gadolinium and

painted into grooves which had been photo-etched 100

microns into a 1.2 mm thick aluminum support plate. Other

zone plate parameters were r1' = 1.12 cm, N = 48, and Orr'

0.R1 mm. Although this design was good enough to produce

the first three-dimensional image using scattered neutrons,

it could still be improved by further reducing the

thickness and increasing the density of gadolinium in the

opaque zones, and by decreasing the thickness of the

supporting plate.

The zone plate used for the present work improved on

previous designs by mating a 25 micron gadolinium foil

directly to a 0.4 mm aluminum backing plate, then

photo-etching the foil to produce the desired Fresnel zone

pattern. Direct photo-etching of the foil resulted in

finer control over zone spacing than was previously

possible. The zone plate parameters were 64= 25 microns,
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ri' = 0.4 cm, N = 100, and ArN1 = 0.2 mm. The details of

this FZP fabrication procedure are outlined in Appendix B.

Extensive experimentation with full scale aluminum foils

and further practice with small pieces of the more

expensive gadolinium foil were required to arrive at the

procedure in Appendix B. Only one FZP production run

(using an old gadolinium neutron converter foil) was

possible due to the unavailability and expense or large

gadolinium foils. This procedure successfully produced a

zone plate with more than twice as many zones than any

previously reported. Recalling that the intensity of the

zone plate focal point increases as N2, this indicates a

theoretical improvement in the intensity of the

reconstructed ohject of three orders of magnitude (1002 -

482). A complete comparison between Rose, Beynon/Mast, and

the present work is given in Table IV.1. A photo-copy of

the final zone pattern mask used to make the FZP is shown

to scale in Figure IV.1 and the finished zone plate is

shown in Photograph IV.1.



Figure IV.1 Final FZP iMiask Used to Construct

Zone Plate (1:1 scale)
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Photograph IV.1 Completed FZP aperture
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FZP parameters
material
backing plate
thickness 6 (pm)
r1' (cm)
ArN' (mm)
diameter (cm)
N

typical encoding parameters
object to zone
plate sl (cm)
zone plate to
film s2 (cm)

initial film parameters
r1 (cm)

Rose Reynon/Mast Coe

Cd
none
150
0.29
0.23
3.81
42

5.5

2

0.5

Gd paint
1.2mm Al
100
1.12
0.81
15.5
a8

10

4

1.5

Gd foil
0.4mm Al
25
0.4
0.2
8.0
inn

2

0.53
(mm) 0.46 1.13 0.27

focal length f (m) 38 390 44
(+1 focus, N=632 nm)

reduced film parameters
reduction ratio 6:1 40:1 20:1
r1 (mm) 0.8 0.4 0.27
prN (pm) 75 28 14
focal length f (cm) 100 24 12

(+1 focus, X=632 nm)

Table IV.1 Comparison of FZP parameters used for
neutron shadow holography
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R. HOLOGRAM FORMATION

The criteria for a radiographic facility sufficient to

perform neutron holography are as follows:

(1) The interrogating beam thermal neutron component

must be intense enough to produce scattered flux

levels at the imaging plane sufficient to form a

usable image. For the photographic film used in this

and in previous work, a beam flux on the order of 107

nv (= 107 n/cm2-s) is needed.

(2) The interrogating beam should be well thermalized

to reduce loss of image contrast through unwanted

neutron fogging. As discussed in Chapter III, cold

neutrons (< 0.005 eV) have distinct advantages for

certain target materials.

(3) Interfering gamma radiation, both within the

interrogating beam and that which is scattered from

surrounding structures should be reduced as much as

possible.

The Oregon State University TR IGA reactor (OSTR)

presently has one radial beam port (RP#1) and one

tangential beam port (RP#2). Measured neutron flux levels

for RP#1 at 1 MW reactor power with a 2.0 inch collimation

aperture are /62/: thermal flux = 2.43 X 107 nv, and

epi-cadmium (> 0.5 eV) flux = 3.75 X 107 nv. Neutron flux

levels for RP#3 were measured at its maximum rated steady

state power of 35 KW /56/, and were: thermal flux = 5.09 X
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10 6 nv, and epi-cadmium flux = 3.39 X 10 6 nv. The lower

power rating for RP#3 operation is due to excessive

radiation levels outside the blockhouse shielding during

operation at power levels higher than 35 KW.

Initial experiments with the more intense beam

provided by BP#1 were unsuccessful due to the extremely

high gamma flux component of the beam. Limited space

inside BP#1 prevented the installation of sufficient lead

shielding to overcome this problem. However, lead

shielding was placed inside RP#3 and configured to reduce

gamma exposure to the film (see Figure IV.2). Further

radiation level surveys were taken, additional concrete

shielding was added to the blockhouse, and 100 KW steady

state power operation was authorized for up to two hours at

a time. The estimated thermal neutron flux in the beam at

100 KW is (100/35) X 5.09 X 106 nv = 1.45 X 107 nv, which

is high enough to he used for holography.

The film used to record the hologram in this work was

Kodak AA (8) and was chosen because it represents a good

compromise between speed and resolution. That is, its

grain size is small compared to the most closely spaced

zone plate rings, but not so small that exposure times are

greater than about 2 hours.

The encoding parameters were chosen with three things

in mind. First, for comparison purposes, the ratio si/s2

(8) The equivalent Agfa-Gavaert film is Structurix 07.
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was to he similar to previous work done by Rose and Mast

(see Table IV.1). Second, the distance sl + s2 must he

small enough so that adequate scattered neutron flux exists

at the film plane. Third, the film must be far enough from

the edge of the interrogating beam that direct interference

from the beam is avoided. These considerations resulted in

the encoding system shown in Figure IV.3. In this

arrangement s2 = 2.0 cm and sl = 4.0 cm and 7.0 cm for

targets 1 and ?, respectively. The targets were made of

1.5 X 1.0 X 1.0 cm cubes of parafin and were assumed to

have roughly the same scattering and absorption cross

sections as water. The actual scattering cross section

will be somewhat less due to density and molecular

structure differences. For a beam strength of 1.4 X 107

nv, the scattered flux at 9.0 cm from the target was

calculated from equation A.18 to he 1.8 X 104 nv. A two

hour exposure would therefore produce an integrated flux of

1.3 X 108 nvt at the location on the film directly in front

of the far target. This equates to a neutron induced

optical density of about 0.6 /34/ which was considered the

minimum acceptable to show feasibility. Similar

calculations show that a target placed 6.0 cm from the film

would produce a neutron induced optical density of about

1.5. The resulting hologram is shown in Photograph IV.2.

Exposure time was two hours at 100 KW reactor power.

Actual optical densitometer readings taken on this

hologram are listed in Table IV.2. Note that the actual
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Photograph IV.2 Hologram of two-point object
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neutron induced optical density is less than predicted

above due to using the larger cross section of water in

equation A.18. These readings also indicate a background

fogging level due to gammas and neutrons of about 0.8

optical density and illustrate the effect fogging can have

on hologram contrasts. It is still possible, however, to

easily identify the FZP shadows of both targets.

measured maximum optical density

close object

far object

background

unexposed developed film

1.9

1.4

1.0

0.2

Table IV.2 Optical densitometer reading for two

object hologram

The lack of FZP ring definition beyond the first few

zones is due to the fact that the "point" objects are

really not points, but are extended bodies made up of many

point sources. These point sources cast shadows

overlapping each other so closely that the FZP images blur

together. This problem with extended objects is common to

all shadow holography techniques. The way this difficulty

has been dealt with in the past is to artificially convert

the extended object into a set of smaller sources which can

create well-defined FZP images on film. This is done by
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inserting a half-tone screen /19/ or criss-cross screen

/26/ between the object and the zone plate. An observer at

the zone plate thus sees the object as a set of bar or

point sources instead of a diffuse extended source. This

is analogous to heterodyning the object spatial frequency

into the pass band of the zone plate, basically the same

way a carrier frequency carriean audio signal in AM radio

transmission. These methods have generally failed to

substantially improve object reproducibility and in any

case reduce the three-dimensional holography technique to a

two-dimensional imaging technique. Due to this difficulty

of holographing large objects, most shadow holography to

date has been done on relatively small objects. The

hologram pictured in Photograph IV.2 proves that target

scattered neutrons can be appropriately modulated by a FZP

encoding aperture and imaged on photographic film using

available facilities. The BP#3 experimental set-up is

shown is Photograph IV.3.

The second proof-of-feasibility radiograph was a

direct exposure of the FZP encoding aperture. That is, the

FZP was placed directly in the neutron beam with the film

behind it as in the direct exposure neutron radiography

technique described in section IC. This radiograph (shown

in Photograph IV.4) was then photo-reduced and used to

demonstrate the ability of the optical reconstruction

system to create a focus from a radiographed FZP image.

The details of this reduction and demonstration are given
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in the next section of this chapter. The success of the

optical systems' ability to generate a focus from this

radiographed FZP image makes the connection between the

coding and de-coding processes involved in the holography

technique. It shows that this process is well within the

capability of the equipment and facilities available to

us.



Photograph IV.3 Beam Port #3 experimental
set-up for two-point object
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Photograph IV.4 Direct radiograph of

FZP encoding aperture
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C. OPTICAL DECODING

The first step in the optical decoding process is to

reduce the size of the hologram so that the FZP image focal

lengths are reduced from tens and hundreds of meters to

less than one meter. This allows the use of standard

optical lenses to help produce the reconstructed image.

The reduction ratio will vary depending on the size of the

FZP, the encoding parameters, and the optical decoding

system used. The reduction ratio used in this work was 20

to 1 which would result in reduced hologram focal lengths

between 6 and 15 cm for the encoding sysem used (see Table

IV.1). The optical decoding system could then be

completely set up on a 125 cm track using available

lenses.

The photo-reduction process was performed on a Mann

type 1003 reduction camera which has a reduction capability

of up to 40 to 1. This camera is normally used by the

Electrical Engineering department for reducing circuit

masks for silicon wafers (see Photograph IV.5). The

reduced hologram was recorded onto Kodak 2 X 2 X 0.060 inch

High Resolution Plates (HRP) which have a resolution

capability of 1.0 micron. Optimum exposure time was found

by experiment to be 40 seconds, and a standard developing

process for these plates was used.

The optical decoding system is shown in Figure I.3b

and Photograph IV.6. The laser used was a 5 mw He-Ne
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Photograph IV.5 Mann Type 1003 reduction camera

Photograph IV.6 Optical decoding system
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model and emitted coherent light with a 632 nm wavelength.

The spatial filter is simply a pinhole aperture between two

lenses and removes scattered light that would otherwise

show up at low intensity around the beam edges. Its output

is a circular aperture diffraction pattern consisting of a

bright central disk surrounded by a number of fainter

rings. This pattern is enlarged through the divergent lens

and then focused by the transform lens (f = 10 cm) so that

the bright central disk completely illuminates the

hologram. The advantage of using the transform lens is

that the DC light that would otherwise pass directly

through the hologram toward a focus at infinity, is now

focused at a single point. At this point we place a small

opaque dot, called a DC stop, which stops the DC component

and prevents it from showing up in the final image. The

size of the DC stop is best found through experimentation.

The use of the transform lens will also cause the +1 focus

to move closer to the hologram, and the rays which create

the -1 virtual focus will become nearly parallel (recall

Figure I.3a). The -1 focus may now be imaged on a screen

without the DC background interference using a focusing

lens (f = 10.5 cm).

The -1 focus of the radiographed FZP was clearly seen

using this system. In addition, when this FZP image was

illuminated with a parallel beam, we could very clearly see

the +1 focus even with the strong DC background present.

The +1 focus is shown in Photograph IV.7 in focus and in
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Photograph IV.7 +1 focus of reduced direct FZP
radiograph illuminated with diverging laser light

Photograph IV.8 +1 focus of Photograph IV.7
shown 2.0 cm away from focal plane
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Photograph IV.8 2.0 cm out of focus. These results

conclusively show the feasibility of optically reproducing

radiographed holograms.

Past researchers have tried additional methods to

remove or reduce the DC light component from the

reconstructed image. Barrett and Horrigan /20/ used an

off-axis FZP to spatially separate the DC term from the

zone plate focus. In this technique the encoding aperture

is a circular region of a FZP, not including the center.

Rose /26/ used an annular FZP in which several of the

central transparent zones were made opaque. Both these

methods require a greater dependence on the zone plate

outer rings to focus the incident light. As noted in the

previous section, this causes difficulty for more extended

(larger) objects and requires artificially heterodyning the

lower object spatial frquencies into higher spatial

frequencies (more "point-like" sources) that can be

efficiently imaged by the zone plate. An additional

interesting solution has been proposed by Price /64/ which

involves optically subtracting the images formed by two

holograms, one created with a positive zone plate and the

other with a negative zone plate.

The optical system used in hologram decoding need not

adhere to any strict criteria other than maximum noise

reduction. The type of lenses and component spacing used

must generally be optimized by experimentation for each

hologram. The results presented here prove that optical
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decoding of neutron holograms is possible using available

facilities and equipment.
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V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A major effort of this project has been the design and

construction of a Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) which represents

a theoretical improvement in focusing intensity of about

three orders of magnitude over previous designs. This is

the first time that a FZP for neutron shadow holography has

been constructed from gadolinium foil or has had more than

48 zones. In addition, the use of gadolinium foil allowed

the thickness of the supporting aluminum plate to be

reduced by a factor of 3 over previous gadolinium zone

plate designs. This reduces unwanted neutron scattering

within the transparent zones by about the same factor.

Direct neutron radiographs of this zone plate showed

excellent neutron modulation characteristics, as expected,

and verified its usefulness for shadow holography

applications.

A two "point" object hologram was made which clearly

shows shadowgraph patterns from both "points." Producing

this hologram required upgrading the OSTR Beam Port #3

(BP#3) facility to 100 KW steady state operation and the

design of additional shielding inside BP#3 for neutron

holography work. The production of this hologram proves

the-feasibility of using these facilities for further

neutron shadow holography experiments.

The effect of neutron energy on hologram contrast was

studied in more detail than has been previously reported.
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These results illustrate the difficulty of using higher

energy neutrons for holography, as has been suggested

/33/.

Finally, an optical hologram decoding system was

constructed in which a reduced radiograph of the FZP

produced a clearly identifiable focus. This result shows

the feasibility of optically reconstructing hologram images

using available facilities and equipment.

Now that the feasibility of coding and decoding

neutron shadow holograms at Oregon State University has

been shown, there is much work that remains in order to

advance the technique to the capability demonstrated by

other researchers. The FZP itself could still be improved

through better cleaning, polishing, bonding, and etching

procedures. The aluminum FZP support plate could

conceivably be reduced to the thickness of aluminum foil,

which would further improve hologram contrast. The BP#3

facility could be further upgraded to even higher power

levels and precise measurements taken of beam strength,

energy composition, and gamma component. A gamma

insensitive imaging method using track etch detectors (see

section IC) has not yet been applied to neutron shadow

holography, but seems promising if contrast enhancement

techniques are used /43-46/. Also, position sensitive

neutron detectors such as scintillating fiber optic bundles

or electronic position sensitive detectors may be used to

record holograms and numerical processing of the resulting
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data may be studied further. Installation of a cold

neutron capability would enlarge the scope of neutron

radiography problems to which shadow holography may be

applied. The effect of better zone plate construction on

the ability to effectively holograph large objects may be

investigated. Improvements can be made to the quality of

the reduced hologram image. Techniques such as converting

the amplitude hologram into a phase hologram, with much

better efficiency, have already been successfully applied

/27,33,51/. Finally, the optical decoding system may be

further refined and different schemes for removing or

reducing the DC light may be tried.

Presently, the major drawback to the shadow holography

technique is the difficulty in three-dimensionally imaging

objects larger than a few centimeters average diameter due

to the inability of the zone plate to efficiently pass low

spatial frequencies. It has been shown /33/ that the other

two problems associated with this technique, namely

resolution loss due to self-shielding effects and

elimination of the DC background in optical reconstruction,

can be overcome by numerical processing and reconstruction

of the hologram image. However, in its present form,

neutron shadow holography could be more useful than

standard direct radiography methods in certain applications

which require the imaging of small hydrogenous or organic

objects within opaque containers. Some examples might be

explosive bolts, small arms ammunition, or even laser
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fusion microballoon fuel spheres. It is expected that more

uses will become apparent in the future.
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINATION OF TARGET SCATTERED EPI-THERMAL

ENERGY SPECTRUM

We start with the following definitions.

The target is characterized by an average chord length R

which can be shown /54/ to be

TR'
As

(A.1)

where V is the target volume and As is its total surface

area. The probability that a neutron entering the target

will interact by either absorption or scattering is

p, (E) = I (A.2)

where Ex(E) is the energy dependent total cross section.

The probability that a neutron will be scattered vice

absorbed is

Es (0
(° *(E) (A.3)
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The probability that a neutron existing inside the target

with energy E will escape the target is

PwR (E) 1 + (E)T1
(A.4)

which is the Wigner rational approximation and is generally

accurate to within about 10% /55/. The probability PB(E)

that a neutron incident upon the target is present within

energy band AE about energy E, for energies from 0.5 eV to

1.0 MeV, may be assumed to be the reactor slowing down

spectrum or

Pe (E) =
A E

E
(A.5)

where the 14.5 results from ensuring the total area under

the corresponding probability distribution function 1/E

between 0.5 eV and 1.0 MeV is equal to 1.0. We must also

define the probability P(E-4-E') that a neutron with initial

energy E will, if scattered, scatter into an energy band

E' about a final energy Under the conditions of no

up-scattering (neutron energies > 0.5 eV), elastic s-wave

(isotropic in the CM reference frame) scattering, and

stationary low atomic number (1) (A<=12) nuclei we may



write /55/

where

OE= (I°) E cxE4 Ei4 E

MM. 0 otherwise.

c< = A -1
A+ 1)

(A.6)

(A.7)
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We are now ready to compute the probability Pesc(E1)

that a neutron will have one scattering collision and then

escape the target. For the rest of this analysis the

superscript on E will indicate the number of scattering

collisions a neutron has undergone to reach that energy.

In words, Pesc(E') is just the sum over all possible AE of

the following probability: that a neutron enters the

target within energy band AE about energy E, then

interacts in a scattering (vice absorption) reaction, then

lands in new energy band AE' about energy E', then escapes

the target with energy E'. Accounting for the fact that

o(E <E' <E, this relation can be written using equations

A.1-A.7 as



(E) FgE) F,),(E) p(a- Ef)PwR (E) (A.8)
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Thus, for each chosen final energy E', the first scatter

escape probability Pesc(E') can be calculated by summing

all probabilities that the escaping neutron scattered from

the various energy bands AE about energies E which are

allowed for a scattered neutron at energy E', multiplied by

the probability that such a neutron will escape. Dividing

both sides of equation A.8 by AE' and combining terms we

can write the probability distribution function for once

scattered escaped neutrons as

eix

lisc(E9
Pazsc(E9 = PD, (OA E

where

E'

ii(E)Ps(E-)P,;(E)ppliE) = AE - 09 E

(A.9)

(A.10)

The probability Pesc(E") that a neutron will scatter twice

then escape the target is, in words: the sum over all
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possible AE' of the probability that a neutron exists in

the target within energy band QE' about energy E' having

undergone one scattering collision, then does not escape

the target, then interacts in a scattering (vice

absorption) reaction, then lands in a new energy band AE"

about energy E", then escapes the target with energy E".

This can be written

e/i1(

Pe(E1 /A /1/ A /1Psc(EnrE [ , r
sPwa (E

E'= E"

(A.11)

where P nesc(E1) 1 Pesc(EI) Now by substituting

equation A.6 and A.8 into A.11, dividing through by AE",

and definnq

Pnesc.(E)Ps(E1
PD2 =

e4) EI
(A.12)

we can write the probability distribution function for

twice scattered escaped neutrons as

0« A
PDesc(e) - 3:4 = PWR(E'9 PDI(E)AE PDa)4E"

E" Ese

(A .13)
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Similar expressions may be found for escaped neutrons which

scattered more than twice. Since the superscript on E

simply refers to the number of scatters a neutron has

undergone, the probability distribution function of the

total escaped neutron spectrum is simply the sum of all the

nth scattered spectrums refered to a common energy scale,

or

PD.,2,sc,(E) = PDzsc(g) PDAsc(E.") - - PDtsc 11) (A.14)

Equation A.14 can be used to calculate the energy

spectrum of neutrons scattered from the target when the

interrogating beam spectrum and the target cross sectional

energy dependence are known, which is the usual case.

Generally the only way to solve equation A.14 is using

numerical methods since the cross sections must be modeled

empirically. However, an element such as carbon exhibits a

nearly constant cross section from thermal energies all the

way to about 1.0 MeV. If the above analysis is carried

through under the assumption of the 1/E interrogating beam

spectrum of equation A.5, constant cross sections, and

taking the limit as all LiCs--11-0, equation A.14 will result

in

Z jrz M sit_e. Z* *1 s
n

PDxsc (E) of.SE (I 4- E.zAR) ÷E0 *)
(A.15)
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The geometric series is easily evaluated and equation A.15

becomes

6 --e.EAT, ISA

P Dzsc (E) = 1+.5-E0 +z 111 Es (A.16)

1+EAR M,t

which after rearranging yields

EtR) ES
I ) E* (A.17)PIDR.sc.(E) (4.5-E + Z03774)

where Eck= Es . The importance of equation A.17

is to show that for a 1/E neutron spectrum incident upon

the target, we get a 1/E scattered spectrum emitted from

the target if the cross sections remain constant over the

range of energies considered. Although the exact scattered

epi-thermal neutron spectrum of targets composed of

elements other than carbon must be found by numerically

solving equation A.17, we can infer the general results of

such analysis simply through a knowledge of cross section

behavior as a function of neutron energy and target mass.
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Most elements exhibit an absorption cross section

proportional to 1/v where v is the neutron velocity.

Higher energy neutrons are not absorbed as readily as those

with lower, more thermalized energies. In addition,

targets with atomic numbers greater than about 12 begin to

show a mild preference toward forward scattering neutrons,

resulting in a scattered energy spectrum which favors

slightly higher energies. Both these effects tend to

produce a "hardening" or overall energy spectrum increase

in the emitted neutron flux. We can assume, for the

present analysis, that the epi-thermal component of the

interrogating beam will result in a scattered spectrum

having either the same shape or one weighted toward higher

energies than a 1/E spectrum.

If we had assumed mono-energetic neutrons at 0.025 eV

energy in the above analysis, the resulting P esc would have

been /33/

zzt') I,
Fes, 0+ zo.R.)

(A.18)

where the cross sections are evaluated at 0.025 eV. We can

multiply equation A.18 by the interrogating beam thermal

flux and by the area of the target exposed to the flux and

divide by 411- steradians, then using thermal cross sections

get an expression for the number of thermal neutrons per
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second per steradian being emitted from the target. The

thermal neutron flux incident upon the image plane may then

be found. Finally, by knowing the optical density versus

total exposure characteristic for various film/foil

combinations /34/, we can calculate the proper exposure

time needed to produce a hologram. This information may

also be used to calculate the maximum distance an

unshielded object point may he from the image plane and

still produce an image.

NOTES:

(1) The requirement of stationary nuclei is net as long as

neutron speeds are relatively much greater than target

nuclei speeds. For a target at thermal energy, this will

be true of neutron energies > 0.5 eV. Heavier target

nuclei (A>12) will become less isotropic scatterers.

Scattering angle is related to neutron energy loss and E'

will begin to favor higher energies as A increases, thus

removing the assumption in equation A.6 that each final

energy E'is equally probable. For A>12 a more correct, yet

more complicated, expression for equation A.6 could be

used, and the following method of analysis will he the

same.
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APPENDIX B

ZONE PLATE FABRICATION

The following procedure was used to construct the zone

plate for this work. Since it is the result of

experimental trial and error and used for only one full

scale production zone plate, improvements may be possible.

This zone plate was adequate to produce the results

described in Chapter IV, but specific improvements might

include adjusting the etchant formula to preclude the

insoluble salt formation described below, and a better

(more secure) method of bonding the gadolinium foil to a

thinner aluminum support plate or even aluminum foil.

The Fresnel zone pattern mask used to create the

photo-resist pattern on the gadolinium foil before etching

can be made in any convenient manner that is within the

time and budget contraints of the experimenter. For this

work a quarter section Fresnel pattern with a radius of 60

cm was drawn with a makeshift compass and various felt tip

markers (see Photograph B.1). This quarter section was

then reduced by a factor of three times onto a clear

acetate film and duplicated four times. The four quarter

sections were carefully pieced together to form the whole

zone pattern (see Photograph B.2), then the complete

pattern was again photo-reduced onto acetate to the final

4.0 cm radius (see Figure IV.1). No allowance for lateral
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Photograph B.1 Large format FZP quarter
section prior to reduction onto acetate

Photograph B.2 FZP quarter sections pieced

together prior to final reduction
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etching (which would tend to reduce opaque zone widths) was

made in determining the zone spacings because experimental

results showed insignificant lateral etching occured when

using the below described etchant. However, if the etchant

formula is improved, this may need to be considered when

creating the mask. After the mask was complete, the

following procedure was used:

(1) Cut a 0.4 mm aluminum plate (approximately 8 X 8

inches) to fit an available spinner capable of 800 -

1000 rpm (see Photograph B.3).

(2) Polish and clean surface to high gloss. Leave no

visible scratches other than polishing marks. Once

clean, do not touch surface with fingers.

(3) Cut 0.8 mm aluminum plate to same shape as above.

Cut out a 9 cm diameter hole in the center, and drill

eight 1/4 in. holes at regular intervals around hole.

This plate will he used only as a structural support.

(4) VERY CAREFULLY clean a 25 pn Gd foil with acetone

then cut to fit above plate so that as much foil as

possible remains surrounding an 8.0 cm diameter center.

Any crinkles or folds in the foil will make bonding

difficult or uncertain at hest, so handle the foil

gently.

(5) Spread cyanoacrylate glue (tradenames Krazy

Glue/Super Glue) on the 0.4 mm aluminum plate SPARINGLY.

Too much glue will cause glue bubbles when the foil is
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heated in a later step.

(6) Carefully spread foil onto glue surface, smooth out

all bumps and wrinkles. Use a rubber or other suitable

roller to spread glue out to the edges of the foil with

as much pressure as possible to ensure no excess glue

remains under the foil. Wipe away all excess glue

around foil edges.

(7) Immediately place foil and plate between blocks of

wood compressed by steel backed clamps. Block of wood

over Gd foil should be equal to or slightly smaller than

foil itself to avoid glueing the wood to the foil/plate.

Leave compressed for 3 hours to ensure glue dries

completely (see Photograph B.4).

(8) Secure the 0.8 mm plate to the 0.4 mm plate with

1/4 in. bolts for strength.

(9) Place foil/plate securely into spinner. Test at

1000 rpm and check for loosening.

(10) (Note: steps 10-13 are best performed in a dust

free environment) Apply photoresist smoothly and evenly

under safelight conditions. Shipley Microposit

PhotoResist 1350J was used, but any suitable alternate

could he substituted. Check for dust motes or hardened

globules. Photoresist is soluble in acetone if removal

is necessary.

(11) Spin at 1000 rpm for 60 seconds.

(12) Place immediately into an oven at 60°C for 10

minutes (soft bake).
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Photograph B.3 Home-made 1000 rpm spinner

Photograph B.4 Gd foil being glued to 0.4 mm

Al backing plate
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(13) Remove from oven and allow to cool. Lay FZP mask

over foil in center of plate (match to hole in 0.8 mm

plate). Place a piece of clear plate glass over mask to

ensure mask has good contact with photoresist. Ensure

mask is properly aligned and that no dust motes are

underneath.

(14) Expose to UV light (standard slide projector was

used) for 4 minutes.

(15) Develop photoresist pattern with Shipley AZ-351

developer or equivalent for 1 minute (1 part developer

to 3.5 parts water). Carefully rinse with water.

(16) Hard bake at 60°C for 45 minutes.

(17) Test photoresist hardening on an area away from

the FZP pattern with a drop of etching solution for 15

minutes to ensure hard bake was successful. Also check

developed pattern carefully under a microscope to ensure

pattern is complete and unblemished.

(18) Use etching solution of 80 parts phosphoric acid

(85°' assay) and 16 parts DI water for 13 minutes.

CAREFULLY rinse in water. Avoid doing anything that

might cause rings to detach from plate. Allow to air

dry.

(19) If desired, rinse carefully with acetone to remove

remaining photoresist. Acetone will also loosen cement,

so be careful.

(20) Store FZP in a safe place where it will not be

jared. Do not allow anything to touch the rings.
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The only unexpected difficulty with the final

production run, which was not predicted by earlier

experimentation, was the creation of a gadolinium

containing compound, insoluble in the etchant (for the 13

minutes it was exposed to the etchant), which appeared as

dark rings centered in some, but not all, of the zone plate

transparent zones. It was intended that this portion of

the pattern be dissolved into the acid bath, but

fortunately the residue flaked off easily by mechanical

means. It is suspected that this residue was Gd(P03)4, and

its formation could he prevented by adding a very small

amount of nitric acid (less than 1 part 70% assay) to the

etchant /63/. It must be cautioned, however, that this may

increase the etching rate of the already aggressive

phosphoric acid attack such that lateral etching will be

significant.
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APPENDIX C

GLOSS AR Y

A, Ao light wave amplitude

A Angstrom (1 X 10-8 cm)

b diffraction slit width

BP# Beam Port neutron radiography facility

cm centimeter

cold
neutrons

CT

d

d'

dz'

DC light

E

neutrons with E < 0.005 eV

Computer Tomography

resolution distance in image space

lateral object point resolution distance in
object space

axial object point resolution distance
in object space

primary maximum region of diffraction
slit pattern

neutron energy (in eV, KeV, or MeV)

Emax, Emin maximum and minimum usable
exposure range of a recording medium (such
as film)

eV electron volt (unit of energy)

FLIP Fuel Life Improvement Program

F VITA z) Fourier transform as a function of
/r/Nz

fp pth order focal distance ( = zfo)

FZP Fresnel (furNELL') Zone Plate

Gd gadolinium

h Planck's constant ( = 6.6207 X 10-29 gm-cm)
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HRP High Resolution photographic Plates

I, I0 light wave intensity

J1(r) 1st order Bessel function

k wave number ( = 21)-/A) or Boltzman's
constant (as in kT)

KW kilowatt

m mass

MeV million electron volts

mm millimeter

MW megawatt

n nth zone on FZP, or neutron (as in n/cm2-s)

N total number of zones (both transparent and
opaque)

nv unit of neutron flux ( = n/cm2-s)

nvt time integrated neutron flux ( = n/cm2)

OSTR Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor

p pth order focus of a FZP

P fog (E) probability of a neutron passing
through a FZP opaque region and being
imaged on film

Pi (E t )m . foil,

r
n

probability of a neutron being
imaged by foil/film

radius of nth zone from center of FZP image

r
n

' nth zone radius of the FZP encoding

R (x)

aperture

maximum zone plate radius, or (in Chapter
III) average distance between film plane
and object point

probability that a secondary particle
(electron) will reach the film from its
point of emission (x) into the Gd foil
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s distance through object a scattered
neutron must travel to reach imaging plane

SSNTD Solid State Nuclear Track Detector

sl object point to zone plate distance

s2 zone plate to imaging plane distance

t(r2) transmission function of a radially
symmetric zone plate as a function of
radius squared

t 1/2

U(X,z)

object (target) actual temperature

effective temperature of object which
describes neutron energy spectrum in
presence of 1/v absorbers

decay half-life

complex light amplitude along FZP image
central axis

v velocity

v tot, V2

Ymax

volume (total and minimum resolvable
element)

maximum distance an object point may
move from the central axis within a plane
parallel to the FZP encoding aperture
before a specified reduction in outermost
ring width occurs

z distance a point is from the FZP

z' distance light must travel from FZP
to a point on the central axis

Zfp

8

pth fpcal distance from zone plate
( =r1 ) (same as fp)

average lethargy gain per collision

zone plate thickness

Arm' neutron encoding aperture (FZP)
outermost zone width

AO phase difference between z and z'

gamma ray(s)
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1.1 inverse of moderating ratio ( = r
a
/E 2:

s
)

wavelength of light or of particles in
motion

micron, micrometer (1 X 10-6 meters)

OJ radian frequency of light disturbance along
a ray (Chapt IIA), or (.40 = ir z (Chapt
11B)

neutron flux (n/cm2-s)

0 spatially integrated neutron flux (n/s)

Pratio of radii of two concentric FZP images

macroscopic nuclear cross section (in cm-1)

angle a light ray makes with axis
orthogonal to zone plate or angle
an object point makes with one zone
of a FZP


